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INTRODUCTION
Stoked Words is a testimony to the fierce poetry being written by trans and
queer poets in Washington, DC and the camaraderie fostered by Capturing
Fire, the international Queer Slam & Summit. The ferocity and fierceness of
these artists comes from their political passion to put their lives up front on
stage, in the classroom, and at the rally. The writing is born of pain and the
audacity to say, “I exist!” Stoked Words is birthed at a time where walls and
tiki torches try to smother our genders, sexuality and skin. In this
anthology, you will find artists writing truths to clear the phobic air with
compassion, candor, and humor. This is the landmark first publication by a
press ignited by the queer poets who spill blood and flame on the mic.
Stoked Words owes credit to Split This Rock for showing that a gathering of
poets can happen in the District of Columbia and the leadership of J Mase
III, whose awQward continues to bring trans and queer people of color to
the forefront as well as Charlie Petch’s Hot Damn, It’s A Queer Slam in
Toronto for galvanizing trans and queer poets throughout Canada. Shout
out to Sophia Walker from the United Kingdom for solidifying the
international networks for queer poets across the Atlantic. For further
research, check out The Lambda Award nominated anthology Flicker &
Spark: A Contemporary Queer Anthology (Low Brow Press, 2013 ) edited by
myself & the brilliant poet and novelist, Brittany K. Fonte. Another thank
you to Danielle Evennou, my co-host of Sparkle, the longest running queer
open mic at Busboys & Poets, who was by my side as we saw fearless queer
poets take the stage every month.
Big kudos to Sasha Sinclair of Studio 3440 who inspired and took on the
task to archive and transfer the experience of the Capturing Fire slam to the
next level in print. We are delighted to give emerging poets their debut
publication as well as feature poets who have blazed the trail in both slam
and academic establishments. This is the first of many published
collections to be released by the end of the decade. We hope to see you at
future Capturing Fire events and that you will share these poems with your
networks as we continue to breathe and resist and write and fan the fires of
change, poem by poem.
Regie Cabico
Editor
May 28, 2018
Columbia Heights,
Washington, DC
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ALY RICHARDSON
Velociraptor
for every career day growing up
i would wear a labcoat and carry a paintbrush
to dust off the rocks and tree roots in the school playground
teachers asked me what i would be when i grew up
as though any second-grader has a fathomable concept
of life as an adult
but i held up a rock
with a trilobite imprint
and said with all the confidence of a
blossoming transgender seven-year-old
paleontologist
that i wanted to study dinosaur bones
but i was lying
because even though dinosaurs and their fossils fascinated me
even though i was terrified of horror films but still watched jurassic park with
the lights off every night for a month
and even though i could say micropachycephalosaurus without blinking
i didn’t want to be a paleontologist
i wanted to be a fucking velociraptor
it was my second choice after i was told i couldn’t be a mother
and i didn’t know that one was tied to the other
like the warmth i could already feel in my stomach giving way
to this cold-blooded killer
with six-inch claws poking out my toes
stalking through fields and forests
clever girls hunting men for sport
why do men always expect so little of us anyway?
i’m a velociraptor
i can open doors for myself thank you
i don’t need to be walked to the car
you know why people don’t try to assault a velociraptor?
3

why don’t you come find out?
of course i knew at seven years old
that i would never become an extinct hunter
growing up requires sacrifice, and impossible dreams are the first offering
i never grew a tail
i never grew a womb
i never grew into a body
that would sooner choke itself than blossom
and every scrap of me that i call my own
has been won with my words
not my claws
so maybe they’re right
maybe my body will always be a dinosaur
an oddity that doesn’t belong in this world
consumed like a side show and then forgotten
or maybe there will be a scene
where a paleontologist finds my eggshells
and realizes that life finds a way
that i found a way
and that the world is filled with velociraptors
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A Letter to My Penis
hey there cutie pie
i know we don't talk much anymore
i know we've been doing our best to ignore each other
i know i've been distant for a long time and i'm sorry
i'm trying to be better
i'm going to be real, right here from the start
i said some things that were meant to hurt
to be honest we both did
i want to move past that and i think you do too
but that means we're going to have to work some things through
if we want to coexist, we need to get our feelings out in the open
i'll go first
i think it started with puberty
how it rolled in like a thunderstorm
you seemed to know what you were doing
so i rolled with it
there was this energy between us
this spark that i couldn't describe
to my other body parts
so i hope you can understand how confused i was
when we starting getting intimate
you wanted to make me feel good
and i thought that was so sweet
your heart was in the right place
but i don't think you ever understood the signals you got from upstairs
see it turns out i'm the queen of mixed signals
lots of things turned out jumbled and crossed
like wires or
like dresses i wanted to fit into
crossed like the legs of the other girls in class
but you always shouted when i tried to do the same
god, how you and my brain used to fight
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you never listened to each other
that was the problem
neither of you listened
and i had to be the one to choose sides
most of the time i chose you but
somewhere along the way
you and i lost each other
we used to be on the same team
we used to have each other's backs
but i started feeling used
so i used you back
i didn't want you
i could finally say it out loud
even to your face
you used to wake me up in the morning
just to remind me that we were stuck together
you asserted your masculinity
you colonized my body
and every change you made was
a knuckle to the face
was a fist to the rib cage
and you were lucky the bleeding was always internal
the bruises could be covered up
no one ever knew we weren't the perfect pair
now i'm trying to pick up the pieces but most of them just don't fit together
anymore
but you’re right
i’m here to reconcile
the war over my body is over
for better or worse
and i know you're trying to understand
you've changed
just as much as i have
honestly i never thought you could look so small
and cute
6 STOKED WORDS

i know you say you don't like it
but you're lying
i can see it in your eye
you want this as much as i do
you want to feel the wires laid straight
you want to be whole
you want to feel that spark again
sometimes we have to give up our pride
we have to surrender to the storm
and let it wash us as it will
i know you're scared and i am too
but i want to be there for you
i want to hold your hand as you make your own transition
i want to weather the storm with you
and i know we'll have scars to bear
for the rest of our time together
but we can handle that can't we?
scars are the just footprints of change
so let's change together
let's be attached at the hip again
i love you cutie pie
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BRENDAN GILLETT
I Know How to Say おやこどん But I Need to Remember Arroz Con
Pollo
after Melissa Lozada-Oliva and for my students
people sometimes ask me if I speak Japanese and I’m like / yeah, wait, no,
kind of / my Japanese is cup noodles / a hybrid approximation partly
American in origin expanding with the right heat but ultimately not the same
as the real thing / my Japanese is a sauce that I can soak a conversation in /
season your idea of who I am / maybe soy sauce or some other kind of
orientalist image / my Japanese is whatever you want it to be / is beyond my
control / my Japanese is anime / with English subtitles / my Japanese is a
pile of books that I’m definitely going to read someday / no really I’m going
to read them but / my Japanese doesn’t want to sit with me / my Japanese is
too busy getting mixed up / with my Spanish porque those are both foreign
visitors / invited guests in my voicebox / that seem so at home until you
actually look at them / my Japanese is the Mario theme song played by a full
orchestra / no one has ever asked my Japanese to be anything other than
what it is / except the people selling train tickets / and yet I always want to
apologize / my Japanese is a surprise party where all of the balloons have
deflated already / my Japanese is an untrained service dog / I am never sure
if I should bring my Japanese into restaurants / my Japanese is an arbitrary
decision / my Japanese might help the girl working through the book on her
own / my Japanese is a decent shoulder bag that I like to carry around / more
for my own comfort that its utility at this point / my Japanese is ghosting me
/ is a haunting afterimage that I make sacrifices to / remember the words for
fruits and other offerings / asking it to come back but I do not need my
Japanese anymore / not the way I need other languages / so my Japanese is
an old Gameboy / there / on the shelf / waiting for me to take it down /
put in new batteries / and keep playing
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The Thing About Doing Karaoke in a Japanese Gay Bar
is that I don't read Japanese that well—actually, I don't
even speak Japanese that well but they had English songs
so there I was, confident or drunk enough to belt out
a call for recognition in this place on the other side
of the world
when singing, we do not need to switch between
日本語 と English
when we can't find the words and in that bar, at least,
we came to kiss our queerness so something trivial
like "speaking different languages" couldn't stop us
even in Japan, many of us still build ourselves in bars,
figure out the gay we want to be—this new person who is
kind of like our old self but maybe he talks differently
or knows new ways to know people or is willing to
stumble through Japanese to feel comfortable when the city
around him is unfamiliar
at 21, I first pushed open this door on my own it was
my first time in a gay bar knowing no one, little language
so when I return at 26 I can see stasis and change in the bar and know
I had built a version of myself with boys and bears in beds and bars
which I presented in song to the man next to me and I did not
say no when he kissed me even though I knew that word
in Japanese
いいえ
私は「はい」と言った
(that means I said yes
[actually I just kissed him back])
between the singing and the drinks and the flickering
conversations I found something that night
a queer vision of home that goes so far
beyond language
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Comparing Sketches After Dinner
all through dinner
he's working on this sketch
and it kind of looks like me
this is a date
after all
and I guess
he likes what he sees
except certain details
are different
•the frat logo on the shirt
•the novel instead of poetry
•the Miami address
•the parentage
I realize
of course
that he is outlining
his son
filling in the details
from a palette that was used
to paint in my similar frame but
everything is just shade-shifted enough
he says his son is like his clone
I quickly create a likeness
of my own father to compare with
the man sitting across the table
asking if I want to go back
to his place I am relieved that
when held up to a light
lines diverge enough
afterwards
I make a rough self-portrait
and unfold the sketch from dinner
compare myself to this person
whose father has his arms around me
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and think about how he and I would probably
be friends
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BRITTANY K . FONTE
Approaching Forty
Approaching forty and my mother’s new protocol is to blame me for her
heart attack, and precursor stress, and hang up without saying “I love you.”
Or even, “Yes. Me, too.”
Approaching forty years on this planet and my father has disowned me for
voting for the planet and questioning his vote against it, as well as against my
wife and two children, minorities everywhere, women, Muslims, the Jews, the
Pope, and most of Europe.
Forty is an even number, but odds are my children will not remember their
grandparents, as I have forgotten how to reach out, have lost my duck
feathers and the ability to turn my head. I can only recall how to recoil and
run away.
I am middle-aged, but do not live in the Middle Ages; I know Global
Warming is real, on this 70 degree day in mid-February. It is real like
emaciated polar bears and lukewarm polar ice space.
I am approaching forty with eighteen years of teaching experience and it
doesn’t matter. Someone with no teaching experience is sucking down a forty
as she tells others they can bring 32s to class- because, bears. Grizzly, not
polar.
Forty is two twenties who are concerned they can’t stay on their parents’
health insurance for long. And, while they don’t plan parenthood, birth
control isn’t cheap—definitely isn’t free—and wire coat hangers can only be
found at Hobby Lobby.
I am almost forty, am all in because the wind has turned and is sordid, and
like years in a desert, or days on a mountain, I have learned some things.
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Evidently, Dick Pics Are Real
To the man whose face I could not see
in the unsolicited dick pic sent to me—
If your text was meant to solicit a date,
I am sorry, but your ego I’ll have to deflate.
I wouldn’t know you if I saw you at a misogynistic scene.
I wouldn’t know your face, nor the trace of your member in tight jeans.
This is my (perhaps feral) verbal feminist meme.
My philosophical study of penile customs
was gone before college; I’m just not accustomed
to penises, scrotums, or being (stereotypically) bottomed.
And if your sext was meant to highlight masculinity,
I should tell you: I’m a lesbian, and don’t believe in biological identity.
I will not comment on the length of your staff,
but could offer up options in silicon, rubber, and glass.
Whether the classy pictorial of your best side
was meant to advertise for Viagra, or another kind,
do know the generic has come out—it’s true!
On December 11th the world did resume
sex on a budget, or coitus for cheap.
And now there are tsunamis of unwanted dick tweets!
So ladies, I suggest we collaborate, and compete…
2018: The year of the vag pic!
(Though I’m not sure that those could be sent unsolicited.)
Think of it: Black, white, Asian, Hispanic—
Vaginas have merit, are delicate and photogenic!
They’re powerful, too, bearing children (or two).
This under duress: menstruation, vajazzling, and, to impress,
Waxing and piercing and shaving to excess.
But, like 1848 in Seneca Falls,
We can start a movement that supports one and all.
Whether you choose natural, hairless or trimmed,
Whether you were born female on the outside or in,
If you want equality for all girlfriends and wives,
Just take out your iPhone, Samsung or other device.
Send hordes of vag pics to speak up for our rights!
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The Philosophical Birthday Party
The snake was longer, in feet, than the number of seconds it took me to run
to the nearest father, broad and yet stunned by twenty-five crying girls/ calm
sliding down their prissy noses, sniffling ensuing. (It was 5 seconds). I was
devastated, later, at my own compliance, at the pails-and-tails gender rules. I
was doomed, in my own head, over a snake that didn’t have to be dead.
It was my daughter’s fifth birthday party. The back porch was set with a gaudy
Bat Mitzvah theme: glitter adrift in cupcakes, afloat in hearty appetizers and
smattered with yard games. Tiny toes rode like the names of lovers past—
airily—over trimmed grass; tanned masses ran amuck in their best summer
dresses, hair still unbrushed from Sunday classes, faces sticky with church
bribes.
There were chickens, next door, chickens I adored because of their open
trade of love (eggs) for life (a dilapidated coop and corn once meant for
soup). The chickens were lucky—they didn’t have beautiful fur for coats, and
that organic yolk was in high demand. They were lucky they were worth
something more than what grocery stores sold their cold thighs for. They
aren’t so unlike women menstruating after Clomid/ or me,
overcompensating for empty hips and hopes of swaddling, of trips to Babies
R Us and big, belly-stuffed pants.
The chicken eggs called the snake, as victims do, and he hauled his slinky
nose to a crate of food: unborn chicks waiting to be picked. The call of full
over starvation makes most points null: like true love over marriage, or
longing-longing-longing over kindness. You cannot be moral in times of
personal dysphoria. You cannot expound upon psalms, nor expect an
animal—it just isn’t fathomable—to weigh hunger against foreplay.
The snake did as its nature implored, and the children’s eyes recorded every
slink forward. Little handfuls of confetti fell to cover the steady stampede of
tearful babes dipped in pink frosting. The father I had called—the man I had
begged to be my last-moment minuteman—grabbed the only weapon
available in the backyard Buddhist arsenal: a shovel.
I herded the tiny girls-come-cats into the life-celebrating house and listened.
They cried through balloons: “It’s so big! We’re so scared!” I tempered those
voices with my own, internal fears. I pushed a piece of cake into my mouth
14 STOKED WORDS

to muffle what I could. I heard another father say it wasn’t fair to kill it; it
wasn’t poisonous, and it hadn’t yet bit.
But the snake died that day—a day of maternal egg-letting and toddler hissy
fit forgetting, a day of ice cream and presents (being present), and also future
dreams. And I, in ever-spiritual after play, still wonder what I could have
done to both save the children from trauma and honor another animal’s
mama. This was a test, a test, at best, that I failed with no-thought over
forethought. My faith hails humanity and I, yet, sporadically, still act without
love.
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CHIS BROWN
Barely Brave
You know the dead.
We played together
In our backyards
Friends forever.
"Don't be scarred"
Is easy to say
When your love
Isn't a target
When your pride
Isn't the harvest
Of fear
Born from the undone
Diseased tokens
Of a homeland broken
Forcing us to see
With eyes wide open
We are one.
As we march toward
Justice,
Absolution ,
Tireless retribution ,
A moment of silence
Stop and listen
To our shared pulse
Where we make family
Where we find friends
Where we dance together
Until the very end
No man, no gun, no army,
Could erase who we are:
We are kind
We are true
We are the good in this world.
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If our freedom scares you,
So be it.
But remember our words
All violence,
All injustice,
All hatred
Will be transformed by One Love
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Savior
there's something stirring within you
and I've come all the way here to tell it
so stay with me if you can
share this pain and I will comfort you
our story starts at the end
a lost melody on the breeze
pale skin like moonlight on still water
break free, dive down through cold greed
find kindness held captive
a newborn struggling to breathe
lift her to the surface
she is small, shriveled, ugly
but love is easy here
give her your air
and she coughs and she sputters and you may not save her
but you keep breathing
for her, with her
you are not weak
you are not lost
you are not under dark water
give your life to her
carry her to shore
cradle her as no one ever has
and when she fades away
you will be undone
by memories
bright eyes shining up at you
she was yours then
you are hers forever
together a moment
alone for a time
but at last
here again
we are one
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C THOMAS
We
We, be shit stains smudged on toilet paper. America the toilet, flush us away.
Hands washed clean of filth. Raw sewage becomes us.
We, be children of parents disgraced. Keep that one in the closet fresh with
silence. Only see him with prayer. Father, deliver him from his glittery
demons. Give us back our boy! Make him ashamed for knowing how to love,
although that's how we raised him.
Love him with hate to make him hate himself, amen!
We, be punchline for homophobic joke made by family and friend.
Judgement is laughter. Don't be sensitive. Dare not shed a tear-keep your
weakness safe.
Go home, run cold bath, play with razor blades. You're stronger when your
colors bleed. Your eulogy will speak of your character their way.
We, be death celebrated at Christian's protest. God's messenger was sent to
deliver warning.
I meant Angels.
I meant peace.
I meant fatalities to the casualties who will never speak again.
We, be endangered species.
We, be disease.
We, be abomination.
We, be anti-love.
We, be hurt.
We, be scared.
We, be human.
We, be child.
We, be brother.
We, be sister.
We, be made example.
We, be minding our damn business.
We, be D.C.
19

We, be Chicago.
We, be Philly.
We, be Orlando.
We, be The United States of fuck you homos.
We, be target practice just for being WE!
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Director’s Cut
Is this orchestra of smiles worth my while or is
this my cue to exit the stage before I am cast as
lead in another heartbreaking masterpiece?
Your scripted scent laced with a heaven sent
kiss of laughter allures me, but I’m too afraid
to read the next act.
You've read my mind and managed to find
memories suspended still with no means of escape.
I've played this scene before, never once was I nominated
for an award, but I've always played the best part.
Before the curtains rise and I share that glimmer in my
eye to embrace a soul connection, I sigh with uncertainty.
Do I accept this role of red carpet love or am I just another
director's cut?
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How to Gentrify Laundry
Separate clothes.
Whites from colors.
No mix matching.
Never blend.
Fill machine with hot water.
Add whites.
Whites only.
Bleach to make whiter.
Brighter.
Pure.
No color guard.
No rings around the collar.
Wash all dirt away.
Stains not wanted.
This is when whiteness matters.
Rinse well.
Spin cycle.
Hang to dry.
White sheets in the wind.
Cool, crisp, privileged.
Full of life.
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CALI BEE
Welcome to the Rainbow
welcome to the spectrum
be one of the 7 billion
ways to be a human
me i be moss soft
with stallion strength
a horse grown merpegcorn
with a rainbow horn
if you don’t stay out of my way
i might poke youyou might turn gay!
i’m just, i’m just playin
i’m just, i’m just saying,
live, live, LIVE
this roller coaster gift
fly with me
out of this binary prison
glide with me into our visionary prism
remember cloudy days are just a phase
that brings the rain
which lets ALL life grow
followed by rainbows
which lets all colors glow
cause we are all colors yo
and all our roads go
to a pot of gold
worth almost as much
as your unique beautiful soul
so WELCOME to the vibe
we are about so, so much more than pride
here we celebrate all the ways
in which we can love consensually
we celebrate all the ways
in which we can live authentically
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we celebrate all the ways
in which we can be you and me
we celebrate
diversity
all skin tones
all manner of tongues
all religions
my religion
is compassion
is cheesy as
curd filled dairy
and i don’t give two fucks
cause cheese is delicious
but i will give you hugs
cause to combat trauma culture
y’all we gotta nurture each other
hold each other up like the trophies we be
cause at some point BBs
we will all experience the nuanced ways
the heteronormative patriarchy
silences our creativity.
but not here
not in our age
not on this
Shakespeare stage
the variety
in our expressions is precious
so when they ask us
what ARE you
we spew alphabet stew
a whole slew of new words
you best take the time to learn
talking queer, cis, gender fluid
poly, trans, two-spirited
and that’s just the tip
as for me
i be they who screams GRRL
till they hear ROAR
cause we are here
we are queer
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let me hear
y’all CHEER
we are HERE
we are QUEER
and we are going
NO. WHERE.
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Everyone’s a Little Bit Weird
(written for the Moab middle school musical to be!)
when i was a little girl my daddy
asked me if i like girls,
i only knew one answerthat was no way sir
even though all of my friends
happened to all have muffins
and my disc man
was always playing womyn
i knew a yes meant
straight disappointment
wasn’t even thinking bout kissing yet,
just didn’t want to start an argument
what i am saying is
if you are feeling
like you don’t fit in
let me let you in
on a little secret
everyone’s a little bit weird
everyone’s a little bit queer
if we just admitted it
instead of sitting in
a silly little closet
that they invented!
when i went to college
i thought things would be different
boi! was i surprised
when i found diversified
meant the good ole guys in ties
had let the good ole girls in pearls in
with some friends,
who happened
to have melanin
in their skin
still struggled trying to squeeze into
their old school traditions
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survived despite, no one to spit THAT
if you are feeling
like you don’t fit in
let me let you in
on a little secret
everyone’s a little bit weird
everyone’s a little bit queer
if we just admitted it
instead of sitting in
a silly little closet
that they invented!
now i am an adult and i don’t have a CLUE
but i do know YOU should do YOU
as true as the blue sky is
only blue some of the time
you gotta rain cry
to let your rainbow shine
it’s okay to not be fine,
try embracing all your sides
whatever your jive is,
there ‘ll be someone vibin’ SO
if you are feeling like you don’t fit in
let me let you in on a little secret
everyone’s a little bit weird
everyone’s a little bit queer
if we just admitted it
instead of sitting in
a silly little closet
that they invented!
y’all try to sing it out loud it might just help attract your crowd CAUSE
EVERYONE’S A LITTLE BIT WEIRD
EVERYONE’S A LITTLE BIT QUEER
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CECILY SCHULER
Close Enough
After he says to me, “Your ass looks great
in those jeans. Just thought you should know.”
I begin asking myself a whole bunch of questions:
What did he mean by that?
I should know that he didn’t mean anything by it.
Somehow, I should know exactly what he meant by it.
Sometimes, I get tired
of being my awesome self
and not getting a second glance for it.
So when the second glance comes
with these tight jeans that lick
the insides of my thighs,
with the tight t-shirt
hugging the “good” bra, tits out,

Look at them!
Not me!
Them!

When I become only curve,
something to grip, to pin down, to increase
friction, I need to ask myself,
these clothes, this body,
Who are you working for, anyway?
Did you catch that I am not my body?
It’s a pretty damn cute lady-body in the right
shade of numb, nothing
a little wax, starvation and extra shots
can’t clear up. But these tits
and hips have yet to squeeze
tight enough into any body that looks
like any body I recognize in the mirror.
Is this how it begins?
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Is this when we get drunk, fall
into bed together and wake up committed
to each other and terrible to ourselves
three years later? Is this where I start
using again just to keep
from sobbing when we fuck?
What will you do when you realize I don’t bother shaving?
When I flinch under your touch?
When I can’t quit crying for twenty minutes after I come?
When all I am is spilling out across the floor, did you catch
that I am no mess you want to mop up?
Why do I want to cry?
What will it take for my body to give up this war?
This minefield of triggers. This wet midnight
of shattered glass littering the sidewalks, lost
love gasoline ghosting from my lungs,
rainbowing into an empty sky for a prayer that one day
I can quit mistaking the slide of a lovers tongue for anguish,
that cramp can soften to hold
Did you catch that my dad, my uncle,
and my fifth grade teacher would all say
the exact same thing to me?
How did the night get so heavy?
The same way sex has become a terror.
The way normal never fit this body right.
The way my hands refuse to break themselves
through mirrors ever again, but the cravings
on nights like this one conjure the way my skin
craves sharp edges, my tongue the back
of earlobe, my teeth the skin of neck.
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Did you catch my terrible
ache to be loved? To rest
on a warm chest, count heartbeats
like shooting stars, or sheep
I’m giving up this war.
Switch on the safety, hold my fire, brave
this storm of a thousand triggers
in the name of unteaching my body
back into peace
There is no blame here.
None of us have ever been loved right.
So, I meet his eyes,
Smile. Say
“Thanks.”
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Unflinch
At each birthday y quinceaňera
each tío y abuelo
tries to teach me
how to dance
Despite the way they push
my ribs or pull
my hands my impulse
has always been to step
forward with my left
Oye mami!
You are not the lead!
Tu eres chicitita!
You go where I lead you!
I cringe, laugh, apologize
for kicking their shins
Lo ciento. Soy grin….ga. Y. Grin…..go?
In Miami, we are naked for each other
so often we forget there is a limit
to our bodies. My body, in this world,
forces me against my impulse.
When a friend calls out to me,

Hey Lady!

I have to learn to unflinch.
I have yet to grow out of ratty jeans, baggy sneakers, dirty fingernails
I have yet to grow into the kind of courage it takes
To walk these hungry-tongues hallways
Down these sidewalks of thirsty teeth
I am not brave enough to be a lady.
But when I learned that I could pick a gender identity
and that there were more than two options, I suddenly became
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not something to grow out of
but someone to grow into
My friend and I are in the back room of the club
Slipping off the chilly drizzle of the night
When she says to me,
She tosses the phrase around my shoulders
like the warm scarf she has just lifted from her throat
When she says,

I can learn to grow
Into a love like that.
I can learn to unflinch.
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Hey Lady

Look
Whenever you want
to let the girls out
You let us know
We’ll protect them
That’s what we do.

CHARLIE C PETCH
Dear C3PO
I always thought you were gay.
I imagined there was a little
glorious hole in R2D2
and when you made love
he made those happy robot sounds.
Maybe he would turn his head
all around to see you,
try and read joy
in your manufactured face.
I thought you a top.
That R2D2 whispered love songs
that didn’t sound pre-programmed
or desperate, or othering.
C3PO, was your golden exterior
made of melted wedding rings
tossed into vats at the training schools,
the sheddings of those ready to die?
These galaxy warriors
who laughed at what made you feminine,
which sounds like hesitation,
which sounds like we are afraid to feel.
How you must have keened
every time your lover went to war,
became a plug in another machine,
as unprotected as a jet wing.
Your golden face never told us
that behind the joke,
was a man in love with a soldier.
I felt your tears my sweet
though your golden face
betrayed nothing
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Ode to an Elegant Elephant Lady
From the male impressionist artist and vaudevillian, Victor The Crooner
Sweet Ella Sue,
when they first introduced me to you,
your puzzling body was covered in a cape.
There was a manager who kept you harnessed
shackled and shamed.
He spoke for you,
called you, “Ella Fat Lady the Elephant Lady”
and your costume,
showed me only your eyes.
Two wishful windows surrounded by flesh
that grew despite your high pitched nightly prayers.
For once
I introduced myself as Victor,
and you said my name
as if we’d woken up
still tasting each other.
I asked you for your true name too
and your voice went tiny and confused
saying “Ella Sue?”
It’s hard to remember
something the world has taken from you.
If bravery had a body,
it would have been yours.
The Elephantitis gave you girth,
stroked the muscle out of your frame,
wrapped it in flesh that seemed to multiply,
as I gazed at you.
You cabinet of curiousities,
each part of you another glorious effort
a delight.
Your brow a plump croissant.
Your arms like boas feeding on cats.
Your legs like knotted tree trunks,
the tumours seemed to be fists pushing out of you,
gnarled bumps of you’ll never be as tough as me.
As strong as you were Ella Sue,
you were twice as sweet.
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You feeder of ducks,
holder of dreams,
dresser of wounds.
Even when corrected you called me Victor,
and I grew to love you, oasis.
Sweet Ella Sue you made a gentleman of me
and a gentle man of me.
Somehow your body always knew you
were to be a fiddle player,
your hands kept dainty,
the crooks of your elbows tumour free.
You were an impossibility
crowds fell in love with you,
but not like me.
Dear sweet Ella Sue
you weren’t long for this earth were you?
For as your girth surpassed expectations,
and your body was pulled into separations,
you never lost sight of how huge
your heart could be.
And when it finally burst,
you fell into that big sleep beside me.
I awoke to the chill of your body,
once the heat of our home,
all the ways you could love me
as me,
as the man in me,
and the woman in you, Ella Sue.
Now, I am the candle in every window I pass,
and I still see you in our fun house glass
and though you’ve passed,
know that I still have the joy you gave me,
and the heart of an elephant
beating inside of me.
Sweet Ella Sue,
I still have so much love for you.
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Dear Ivan
I hope you are healthy and your studies are going well in University. Your
father and I are so proud of you. We love getting your emails and photos.
I’m sorry to tell you that I’m writing this letter because there is some bad news.
I could not call you with it or visit. As you can tell, by the way this letter was
packaged, it’s news that is dangerous to share. But I’m your mother and you
need to hear this from me.
Your father… my god, how can I tell you this without holding your hand?
Without seeing your face? Without being able to offer a shoulder for your tears
or douse the fire that may rise up in you?
I’m so scared Ivan. You must have laughed finding this letter stuffed into a box
of clothes you probably won’t like. I’ve never been good and guessing what
you’d want. You can keep them or not. I don’t know. I’m sorry to be so
nervous, so panicked.
Do you ever feel like the radio is listening to you, Ivan? Like your lungs are
balloons that are being tied shut? The pulling the curtains could get you killed?
That shame is a mass murderer?
Maybe this is being read by police, a henchman, KGB, I don’t know anymore.
Please if you’ve any heart, let my son read this news from me.
Ivan, you know your dad and I love each other. Our affection is endless. I
don’t know if you remember when your dad spent a year on the couch. You
were so little. But I know you once asked me about our twin beds. I said
snoring. I lied. We almost broke up that year. We didn’t have the money to do
it, and after watching you grow up together, well we didn’t have the heart after
a while. Or maybe we grew a new one. We are family and I thank god every day
that we found a way to stay together. He really is my best friend.
Ivan, your father, he would never do anything to hurt us and I know this will
be painful, or maybe, it will settle a question in you.
Your father is gay.
I would rather have seen your face right now. Stroked that brow of yours from
furrow. This is good news, my love. He lives with a happiness, we love each
other.
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My son. Maybe the news of your home has reached you. I’ve been told that the
world knows about us, about Chechnya. Those 100 faces may have been
faceless to you, it seems like that’s how the world is seeing them. Your father is
one of them, Ivan. There is no time to hate him if that’s what the news has
brought up for you.
There is no time
Send him love right now
Smooth his brow so much like yours
Tell him you love him
That being happy
is worth dying for
And please son,
don’t come home
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DAN VERA
Gay Mythology: Flowing Rivers
And from Mount Olympus
the bearded God did spy,
the man working on his chariot.
The copper body in the middle of the driveway,
with chestpelt of glinting gold
the form at work sinuous with wrench and hammer
did make the Daddy of all Gods cogitate
if the iron of this man's arms belonged to Vulcan
if the beads of his sweat rose from Neptune's seas?
Apollo's sun did play across that flesh to stir him so
did cause the mouth of the Daddy of all Gods to salivate
beyond all reason or limit.
And this is how the waters of the Nile,
the Amazon and the Mississippi river first flowed.
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On Calling You “Eromenos”
If it sounds strange honey
it's better than the empty names they left us with
the hand-me-down vowels that never fit us.
We deserve more than a forage
through the barrens of their desire.
So let my fingers pluck the old names alive again
caress the air along your flanks
wax historic for the sake of you
to claim what is ours by heartright.
I want my tongue to stroke your chest
unlock by touch the older words we spoke to one another
in other places, at other times
when we loved beyond the brute limits of their loving.
We owe no apologies for the bravery it took
to survive this world that could give birth to wonder
without ever having a place for it.
We had to find our own place
whispering with the instinct of desire,
the courage of a caress
so that wisdom could be tender
till seed could commingle
and love could take root
in a world so hungry for our touch.
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Our Beautiful Names
For Harry Hay (1912-2002)
The boy grew to know
he was meant to be more
than broken,
that bullets were not medals
for his having survived.
That if he licked his wounds,
it was to heal them,
not to grow to love
the taste of his own blood.
His eyes were open now
to know a deeper truth:
that their story was not our story,
that we never fooled with snakes,
never needed apples of enlightenment;
our bodies our own trees of knowledge,
not defined by those
who would strike us, or smite us
in the name of a petty god
who never has known
how to pronounce our beautiful names.
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For Some Executors of Gay Writers
For the manuscript you kept locked up in a wall safe,
For the diaries you made sure would not be discovered,
For the letters from lovers you burned in the furnace,
For the measures you took to tear out their tongues,
For all of the ways you straightened the record,
For the zeal with which you smothered all knowledge,
For condemning the lovers to eternal silence.
May you see their faces in each mirror you gaze in.
May the names of their loved ones ring in your ears.
May you wake in the night to the sound of their fucking
and be forced to lose sleep to all of their groans.
May the pages you hide catch fire from their smoldering
till the wall safe explodes and consumes your house whole.
May you escape to find your charmed life in ruins.
May you call out in grief but hear nothing but silence.
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DAYNA ALANE SMITH AKA THE ALLEY CAT
Yes, I Have Cats
When I wake in bed
and there is a toy mouse by head
Yes, I have cats
When I walk in the dark
and step where they left their mark
Yes, I have cats
When I come through the door
and hear a meow from the floor
Yes, I have cats
When I wear black
and have white fur all over my front and back
Yes, I have cats
When it is time to feed
and they don't care what I need
Yes, I have cats
Is that a flea
I see on me
Yes, I have cats
When in the middle of the night
I hear raow, phit, raow, phit, raow , crash to my fright
Yes, I have cats
While soaking in the tub
Yowling til I get out and give him a rub
Yes I have cats
Who purr so sweet
wrapped around my feet
Yes, I have cats
he shredded my Harry Potter book
because I didn't give him a look
Yes, I have cats
But when I feel sad
they purr to make me glad
that Yes, I have cats
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Be Brave Be Strong Be Proud
Be Brave
Be Strong
Be Proud
No one else will do it
For you
Let not fear
Be the little death each day
Be who you are
No matter what you are told
Stand by the truth of your spirit
You feel in your heart
Let Shine the truth from your soul
Live that truth
Be that truth
Be brave
Be strong
Be Proud
Stand in the face of lies
Let not the false
Become your reality
Become the truth
Of the soul
Let not the little self
Of you or others
Bring you down
Always Be
Brave
Strong
Proud
and True
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DREW PISARRA
Sonnet 6”
Hey shlong, listen up. Hey penis, pay attention.
Pecker! Turn your unblinking eye over here.
Oh, thick-headed prick , oh tool of no pretension,
oh wood that could, and dick shaped like a can of beer.
I have ogled and gagged. I have ridden such cock.
I now testify to shafts fat and thin that assume
import for an hour then become standard stock.
Some were memorable, some not. But as to you
and yours divine which had given me such pleasure,
I had hoped to make it mine. Yet I had to let
it go. Neither you nor your manhood would measure
up to my far-flung desires. So what don’t you get?
Like your dick, our love didn’t prove to be that deep
but even shallow love lost can feel bittersweet.
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Sonnet 69
What a cunning way to depict a sex
act! What a visual symbol for such
sensual play! Oh what wise intellects
first saw in these digits the way to touch
on the frankly risqué! And like the two
tail-chasing fish in the house of Pisces,
the top of a half-stripped Phillips head screw,
this yin-yang icon of carnal vices
is an Escher-like sketch telling us what
to do. Easier than Kama Sutra
or a range of derangement for the butt,
this mouth-to-south is the ne plus ultra
for those who find delight in give and get.
As above, so below, this tête-à-tête.
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Sonnet X=X
I’m going to pretend he was twenty
nine and not twenty eight since he told me
he was ringing in his birthday when he
came over to my place at three yes three
in the morning. That’s frankly the middle
of the night. I heard when his LYFT car stopped
outside my building then watched him fiddle
the front door’s one lock with a key I’d dropped
from way up high. From my peephole, I saw
him leave the elevator then look my
way. (I’m at the end of the hall.) I pawed
at his lithe body without caring. I
knew all along he wasn’t you, dear ex,
but he was there for me and sex is sex.
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ELIAS EDEN EVANDER
The Nature of Prayer
Shame is taught to the earth so early.
The first people eat the fruit of knowledge and their bodies become secrets
unkept.
They weave clothing from fig leaves and twigs. Hiding starts with nature
and a prayer.
The first time my body calls itself a woman, my mother was the first bite of
the apple.
My church the second. I was the third.
Shame was taught to me so early.
My mother ate the fruit and grew up to bear her own. The fruit of
knowledge
taught her nothing of me. A mother wants a daughter to
follow in her footsteps unless that daughter’s mouth was first a son’s.
Hiding is the nature
of a prayer.
No church listens to a man’s mouth that mimics her mothers. No church
listens
to a woman’s mouth that wasn’t raised a sharp fear. No church listens
to a mouth that knows nature is the hiding
of a prayer.
I stopped wanting to be called holy
when their prayers stopped wanting me to be.
I stopped believing in heaven
when heaven stopped believing in me.
My trans is not holy but it is a miracle.
It is a prayer. It is a place of worship I build and rebuild around no god.
I don't want to be holy.
Just want to be.
Just want a personhood.
A living body with
a woman’s mouth.
An honest thought with
a godless name.
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Deadleg
A woman once asked me About
the skeleton tattooed On my leg.
My grandfather /the adopted one/ Is
The only man to ever say
He was proud of the way I became the moon.
Understood my waning like no one else did. The head
of his bed has not
Stopped screaming in my
Grandmother’s tongue since the
Last time his lungs inhaled the sun going down.
I lost three fingers
In my neighbors backyard and nobody Washed my
red out of his lawn.
The doctors say my blood type means It’s
only biology that I can
Give help more naturally than ask for it.
I cried for the last time eight years ago.
My bedroom is now a tundra of clean laundry That I
will never put away because I just Can’t make myself
pull another thing
Out of the closet.
One day, my mother put me down And
never picked me back up again. Taught me
how to give everything And expect
nothing
In return.
Just another empty plate at the dinner table. My father
stole my childhood.
Buried it under a rock--still breathing Until
it wasn’t.
If there is a god,
I have forgotten her phone number. I
killed someone once.
He had stolen my body and
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I wanted it back.
Which is to say, I use they/them pronouns And am
not afraid to correct those
Who forget that this body
Does not house a man.
Which is to say that if there is a god, I can
only assume she cried when
The world saw this genderless a mistake. Saw this
different a threat.
Broke their backs to snap our spines.
Turned our queer into an ancestry we are both Trying to
remember and dig ourselves out of.
Which is to say
This body will be buried under my real name Not the
one I was born into.
Twenty One Women who know what this means Were
murdered in the year
I turned twenty one.
Became ancestors I am too afraid to mourn In
public.
And if there is a god,
She has mastered the art of mourning in secret.
A woman once asked me
About the skeleton tattooed on my leg. So I
asked her what she used
To help carry all of her dead.
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ERYCA KASSE
Conceive
Poems and drumbeats spill out of me, it’s happening TO me, not BY me
My mind is multilayered like baklava like tiramisu like thoughts of you
prayers-singing-departure-shyness-practice-earned-credit and we’ll see
what’s born of this strung together by hyphens thought pattern.
Dreams of filled waits of spills busting at the seams of my dreams
Wakes me with liquid filled lightning bites of temples busted in my head –
Keep the mystery or crack the history wide open mouth foams at the
mouth of the wave foams of bubbles in my cerebral brown roots, shoots
and ladders across my childhood
I’m in love with these seats of stumped wood, if I could and I keep
relearning and relearning that
I can.
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Chase
A chaser is to sooth the burn going down
To self inflict 1st, then soothe chaser 2nd
A chaser, something outside of me yet me,
I AM the chaser, chasing you
causing the burn I knowingly play with fire
a lit match in my mouth, dipping in, down
release
Not by accident, oh shit, I didn’t mean to do that, or I messed up the trick
but
Purposefully, decidedly, choicedly, but not intentionally. Cause intentionally
is thoughtful, reasoned, prepared, a reach towards emotional groundedness.
But this choice is a pattern, ingrained, unconscious. Conscious hypnosis,
denial, disregard, emotional masochism. For a moment I jump off the
rubber gerbil wheel, the new track in place
Running, running, run, stop.
I think it’s time for me to be Chaste.
And I don’t want to have to tag your it, compulsory chased.
Someday you who are innately “it” will come towards me and will I be
staring at the back of your head? or
Will I be panoramic view forward
Ready to receive you.
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EVERETT ROBERTS
Poem to a New Love
In me you’ll find
A fertile field. Fallow out of season,
Against the use of nature, it
Resisted bursting into flower,
It remembered and predicted winter.
Under August skies, under heat lightning,
A shiver.
In me you’ll find a tower, and a river.
In me you’ll find a wall and a tomb.
In me you’ll find a fertile field,
Fallow out of seasonSoul and succor, and sepulcher.
A furious heart,
And an empty place where nature neglected
In me to plant a womb.
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The Salt Marsh
He will break over me like waves.
The sleeping tides, the salt-skin and shore
He will wash over me like warm, dark water
My love that lives in leaving,
The salt marshes, my heart’s littoral.
I feel him only in the evening.
I feel him only in the sunsets.
I try to catch him in my hands,
The surf that surges through my sands,
He departs in runnels running off my chest.
A tide’s withdrawal, the same old sigh
A century’s turn in the blink of an eye.
The same old striving, and the love I gave,
And one sand castle still remains.
Someday I’ll manage
To impart my heart upon a wave.
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Über-Faggot
I saw you again in a dream last night,
Your glasses, tattoos illuminated dim
thin hands open and reaching
out, your over-large cock extended
like a rope for me to grab on
to, and it was almost enough of an excuse
to send a brief text the next
morning, enough to try my stupid
work of keeping a connection alive.
I see you frequently when I’m trying
to bring myself to orgasm, when I
I want more than anything substance
Or more time to taste and feel
and bask in. The fact that you
are far off
That I hardly remember your face during, or
your voice, or what sounds you made
Is immaterial.
I remember your skin.
Your cock. Your shoulders.
The owl on your chest. The sheer
size of you, and the way I
let you into me, resisting
every inch, and accepting.
I feel a man of your size,
The species of man who bears
a cock as large as yours
is a god to me. My abiding love of
and desire to be impaled
and made to open up
is the closest to the religious impulse
that I possess. The holy sacrament
of throat fucking. The rite of shaking the bottle
the inhale, the rush, jungle juice.
My dilation and the insistent intrusion;
To take you into me and consume you
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Is the closest to the divine I may come
And I come hard, without touching myself
If you’re good.
Why, it is this impulse that drives me to be
Something better, something greater than I am.
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FIRA ASTRALI
Pill Poppers
The sign of a good doctor, should be how many people he gets off
medications
Not how many people he puts on medications
...
This little gem crossed my Facebook feed the day after I finally convinced by
doctor I could not fight this alone
It was the first day I woke up safe in my own brain
I tried to be polite in my response
I told them some people need medication to be safe
Because it’s not polite to tell them the scars on my skin from trying to dig up
an enemy in my veins
It’s not nice to tell them that at 23 I told my best friend what to put on my
headstone
What twenty-something should know what they want on their headstone?!
In high school I listened to a girl talk about starting yet another ineffective
therapy so she wouldn’t have to be
“Popping
Pills”
I sit through yet another good intentioned aunt touting the glory of
pseudoscience and self control over
“Using
Drugs”
Talked about with the same less than, turned up lip as those who found their
own help on the street, whether it was to feel something that wasn’t pain, or
because medical clinics don’t give out scripts to keep you sane when we are
all pill poppers and drug users
We live in a world where excess is strength an mercy is weakness
Applaud the one who works them self to death
But do not extend a hand to help them off their knees
NO
There is only glory in the journey if your pilgrimage is a solo one
Flagellation preferred
They really want to see you bleed
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Forgetting that some of us are nursing wounds each morning because we just
made it through the darkest night of our lives
Night
After night
After night
Keeping the faith that this next night will be brighter
This day will be better
This life will be worth it
So the next time someone tells me it is better to be drug free I will remind
them
That clean and alive are not always synonyms
We are not asking for a magic bullet
Only for help unloading the gun when our default state is Russian roulette
If asking for help is weakness
Then we are all made of glass
Bullet proof glass
Break but don’t shatter
Thanking the doctors that knew better
Then to shame us off our medications
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The Forgiveness Poem
Once
I had a dream
Where I peeled my skin off
And there was a boy underneath
I forgive my fingers for the scars they made trying to find him
For bending my body into unnatural shapes
Beat myself in anger
Like and old fax machine
Kick hard enough and
Maybe it would work again.
Once
I believed you only wanted the parts of me you could use
I forgive my hands
For giving them to you anyways
For loving the dream of you
More than the reality of myself
Parsing out pounds of flesh
And only keeping the rotten bits back
I forgive my mind
For always smelling smoke
A diary in a housefire
Never laying quite flat
A loose page balled up and thrown away
A part of me remembers
No matter how hard I try to smooth myself flat
I forgive my waxy body for forgetting the name of Icarus
Reaching always for the sun
Believing someday the stars would have to let us in
Though we had no right to be there
I forgive my mind for believing we had no right to be there
Spinning between
We can do this!
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And
Why bother trying?
Leaving me picking feathers from the shore
Because each fall wasn’t quite bad enough to make me want to quit
I forgive no quitting
So I wouldn’t hurt other people
For not digging deep enough to find a reason to stay for me
Once
I looked on myself and was only ever disappointed.
A series of broken bones and
“Why can’t you?”
“Why can’t you get out of bed?”
“Why can’t you take better care of yourself?”
“Why can’t you just get better?”
I forgive my skin for needing so much strength just to stay together
I forgive my eyes for looking on my skin and only seeing the times where it
couldn’t
I forgive fighting tooth and nail against my own bits and pieces
For my anger
For being so focused on the hours I lost trying to get out of bed
That I never noticed that I still woke up each morning
I forgive myself
One for each time I said I’m sorry
To defend myself from the times I needed anything
I forgive each apology falling from my lips
Like enough of the might build a wall
To protect me from the sleeping beast that is human connection
From the weakness that says
I am still alive
I forgive myself
Because somebody has too
But for these apologies
Nobody else can
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GABE MOSES
Stimming
Flap.
Rock.
Twist.
Spin.
Drag shoe across floor.
Notice the sound of it.
Do it again.
Rub hand across hair.
Flip light switch on and off.
Pour water from one cup to another.
Sift sand from one hand to the other.
Notice the feeling of it.
Do it again.
Hum notes that don’t form a song.
Pick up a leaf and tear it apart.
Fold a piece of paper until it turns soft.
Wrap a piece of string around your finger.
Whisper the word you just heard under your breath.
Write the word you just heard on the wall with your finger.
Notice the shape of it.
Do it again.
Click the button on the end of your pen.
Click the button on the juice-jar lid you carry in your pocket.
Click the button on the crosswalk sign.
Again. Again. Again.
Trace the pattern on the linoleum.
Line up your toys according to color.
Line up your toys according to size.
Line up your toys according to the names you gave them…
alphabetically.
Notice the look of it.
Do it again.
They call this stimming.
Short for self-stimulating behaviors,
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shorthand for doing anything too much
anything too intensely
anything normal people don’t do when people are watching
when people are watching.
It’s common among autistic people.
I was diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder in middle school
when my teachers finally decided my problems ran deeper
than being a brat or a weird kid who didn’t quite fit in
they said they’d watch me at recess
never joining in games of jump rope or freeze tag,
just bouncing a handball against the wall
Again. Again. Again.
They said it seemed like I was off in my own little world
and I didn’t know how to tell them I was
and I liked it. It was safer there.
Somewhere between then and now I got better at hiding it.
Taught my body to shimmy through trapdoors I could fit in my pockets
When this world was too much.
Now I have a friend who has an autistic son.
He treats me as an ambassador because I live in the space
between his son’s world and his.
He asks me where does he go? When he does that
where does his mind go?
I tell him I can only speak for myself.
But I have swarms of fire ants just under my skin.
They are never not moving.
I am never not aware of them.
Most of the time it’s just something I’ve gotten used to
until something touches me the wrong way
and makes all of them bite.
My skin burns
spreading out in ripples
from the epicenter of me.
All of my cells are screaming
and the only way to quiet them is to
flap.
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Rock.
Twist.
Spin.
Drag shoe along floor.
Drag hand across hair.
Notice the release of it.
Do it again.
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The Other Side of the Knife
I want to tell you about the knife.
I had one too.
I found it in a glass case in a pawnshop;
nestled among the costume jewelry
like a snake in a flowerbed
it had a dark-green handle inlaid
with mother-of-pearl, a blade
that flipped out from it
with a satisfying snick.
But I chose it for the way
it conformed to the curve
of my ankle inside my boot; the way it hid
in my fist, sweat-slicked to my palm
as perfectly concealed as it was
easily accessible.
You may not believe it to look at me
but I once knew your role in this ballet
by heart. Even as I understudied the swagger
of the boys in my neighborhood
I was all too studied in the choreography
of dipping fingers casually into my pockets
as if they were wrapping around a watch
or a cigarette lighter
instead of searching for the nearest sharp
or heavy object;
of pulling out that imaginary watch,
pretending to read danger in its face
instead of my own chest
so it was understood - the quickening
of my footsteps was just because
I had to get somewhere faster,
not to keep heavy boots
from stepping on my shadow.
You can never let them see you’re afraid.
I spent a lifetime practicing not to look like prey.
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I’m still learning how not to look like a predator.
This is the part they don’t tell you about.
When I transitioned from female to male, no one ever told me
Finally having a body I felt comfortable in
would cause others so much discomfort.
They braced me for the lengthening of my vocal cords,
the corded muscles that would twine themselves around
my stringy arms, for my skin to thicken, toughen
like a hard patch of soil so new hairs would push through it
course and tangled.
They told me what transition looks like, feels like
but not what it walks like.
Testosterone treatment has Frankensteined me into something
you wouldn’t want to meet in a dark alley.
A knife in my hands now would be a tool of aggression,
not one of defense
so I’ve stopped carrying one
and I try to convince myself I don’t need it;
I don’t miss the reassuring glint of steel in my fist
so much harder than my bone knows how to be yet.
No one holds their breath now when I walk into a men’s room
but I often find myself holding mine until they walk out.
The thin membrane of stall wall
separating my skin from theirs seems inadequate
without the denim hide that hides
the valleys where my monsters live.
My thighs have been red seas parted by unwelcome hands,
my landscape planted with harsh seeds
that stripped my soil to wasteland.
I have been colonized.
I know what it is to dance with shadows in the night,
each footstep aimed to land hard enough
to shake the fear from your spine
uncurls a finger from my empty palm
an accusation of what a man’s hands can do.
Their strength now scares me
as much as their weakness ever did.
We are both dancing en pointe along a knifeblade-thin line
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that tries to quantify what skin is capable
both of holding in and keeping out.
What would it take for us both to feel safe in these bodies?
These bodies break so easily
no matter which side of the knife you’re on.
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GEORGE ABRAHAM
Elegy for My Dead Lover/Country
it is the anniversary of my country’s
death our house empty
of Arabic Palestine still
scraping Her self from
my family tree;
american. (forbidden love)
tongue transplanted.
sweet land of olive grove
turned magnolia blossom,
in betraying Her,
we inherited another restless sea
we fell in love on
the intersection of salt
& fury;
nights i’d grasp
Her sand in my palms,
bitter fragments of
shoreline erosioncenturies of
displacement & marvel
at how slowly the
premature
& tessellated
dead slip through my fingers’
grasp, on this land
where my fathers
died - how easily one
forgets
the ghost body of
a country
rebuilt, of pilgrim’s pride
Her death,
a God-sent colonization;
holy conquest –
& blessed are the reclaimed
for they shall inherit
the ghosts of themselves
a liberty of sorts my country,
my grave;
my country, my
open
wound; my country,
hallelujah
of chasms;
to you,
i sing praise,
for your histories
rewritten;
for a love you stole
found lung-lost
& submerged in restless
substance; what is
a country /lover but
a corrupted memory?
what is an ocean but
a stolen inheritance?
this freedom
can drown you.
in the reclamation
of it all.
but it rings
despite;
let freedom ring. let it
outlast the impermanence
of you; let freedom
hold the weight of you
in its jaws
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let freedom
become its own country.
of walled borders.
of grenade-speckled mountainside.
maybe you’ll find God in this
freedom - maybe God will be his own
type of Palestinian: hot tempered.
land-crowned.
even resurrections can leave you empty
-palmed; maybe God
will show you how a country
learns to walk
on water; or
how a country swallows
its own, & even
in betrayal
& execution unholy,
teach you what
it means to fall in love
with a country home that
was never yours
to begin with –
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Index for the Damned
the first time a boy craved me,
he said i want what my god
refuses me, his fingers gracing
my young lips; we were home
alone & the blood wanted what
it could not conjure; i wanted
him, all fist & rapture; i hadn’t
a language where affirmation wasn’t
a form of self-sabotage; i let
boyhood answer his call & my breath
was not my breath; my lips,
the captives begging a collapsing
tomb of his, thick, & ungodly
the refuse which parts atria; he still
called me fucking queer & i have since
known queer to mean desire
my god refused me. or
forsaken. blood of lamb.
think sacrilege, crucifixion by mouth,
much like luti, translated people
of Lot; sinners of Sodom; maybe if i
meant no, i wouldn’t be sin
& exile in every language that claims
me; i want  الto lack desire’s tangibility
unlike  نعمwhich, birthed heavy
in the lungs, can corrode breath,
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hence unvoice; in this language
i want to make every no as inescapable
as the voice it clings to; a gentle
 الcan kiss the tongue & close
a throat in the same breath & i
wonder if that too is a self
-colonization; to un-mother the mouth,
strip the altar of its sacrifice; let this
body be, instead, a lighthouse;
let me converge at the point
where all wanderers intersect
unbloodied, even in want; if desire is,
as my language translates, a moon,
let this body be the satellite
who learned its own escape velocity;
let our bodies be not endings,
but the journeys themselves let my words, instead of endless litany,
be an index, unhinging the foundations
of every category & name forced upon
us & let that be biblical. watch us
rewrite graves into sunrise – ceaseless
fractal – call us scripters
of breath, for every silence that failed
us; every trachea collapsing
under its own weight –
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ISHANEE CHANDA
Pieces of the Love Poems I’ve Written for the Wrong People
You know, I speak six languages, but I
still can’t find the words in any of them
to describe how your hands make me feel
I want you to know that I have been
broken, torn apart from the inside with
the remnants of my heart stapled onto my
sleeves, but I put myself back together for you.
I just want to be something you deserve
You’re walking out of that coffee shop,
stumbling over that crack in my heart but
you look at me with such wonder that I think
I know why Peter Pan never wanted to stop flying
Sometimes I think your smile is the only
reason the butterflies come north and
the geese fly south, because you make
the world tilt off balance and nature
has to find some way to right itself again
Falling in love with you would be so easy,
like waking up in the morning to the feel
of sunshine trickling in through the window
and I want you to know that I’ll be
waiting at that window in every lifetime
I promise to love you through
the end of every year, every story,
and every poem, because you and I
are my favorite song when the crickets
are serenading us outside the window
and the stars are hesitant to fall asleep
just in case they miss something
magical
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Curses
There is a curse on my family. It is etched in wrinkled fingers that are all too
familiar with being shattered and hard heavy shoulders that slump
underneath broken moonlight. We’re used to being left behind you see. Used
to pouring ourselves into oceans for people, only for
them to take a drink and say they aren’t thirsty anymore. That we are too
much salt stuck in their throats, that our love is too large of an itch for them
to scratch, so much so that they’d rather just cut it off their bodies instead.
My grandmother’s favorite story is of her and
her best friend. We used to breathe together like she was one lung and I was
the other, she said. Her skin was stitched into mine so that when her hands
traced constellations into the sky, it was like between the two of us, we held
the entire universe together. Sixty years later, my grandmother sits alone on
our cracked, black leather couch, eyes sad but glinting in broken moonlight,
telling me to never trust someone else to cradle my galaxies, because every
star eventually dies after tearing itself apart at the seams. And my mother
never had friends, she tells me. That her
memories consist of empty promises and broken beer bottles, a house that
stopped feeling like home and more like a hollow rib cage instead. She always
wakes up in the morning and her hands grasp for mine, a reminder that blood
cannot leave blood without a rusted
copper trail to follow, and that she is a good mother even if her throat forgets
to say I love you sometimes. And my father tells me it was dark when I was
born, poor lighting in a hospital that has never seen the light of day, and he
held me in his arms and asked God not
to touch me. Because everyone in my family has been touched by God except
he’s gripped them a little too tight and the bruises have never gone away. You
see, my family, we’re used to people walking away, drinking up our oceans
and spitting them back out, but I can’t
stop wanting to be the water that makes up people’s bodies. I want to be the
crest of the Milky Way rising over a dark sea, glittering salt that promises to
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never get stuck in your throat again. My parents, they tell me that this curse
will never fall off our shoulders, that broken
people can only be held together by bandages and creaky tape that make
empty promises to keep our hearts together. But I want to tell them they’re
wrong. So you see, I’ve made it my mission to break this curse, to stop the
cycle of shattered people trying to collect all their
broken pieces in bottles that have no bottoms. I want to remind them that
my bruises are deep and purple, but purple means healing and that anything
worth fighting for requires a little bit of faith and a whole lot of darkness to
send away. I like to think that the curse
breaks a little every day. That every time I come home to her leaving the light
on because she knows I’ll be out late, it’s her promise to be there as long as
the night will let her. That every time he holds my hands when my lungs are
so heavy that I can’t breathe, it’s a promise
that he’ll take that weight off my shoulders so I won’t have to bear it. That
every night of milkshakes and Fuego and poetry and puppies and poetry and
hugs and poetry and honest truth means that broken people find homes in
red gravel dust and paintings filled with stars,
that train whistles are never a sign of something ending but always that there
is so much more to come, and that curses are a lot easier to break when you
have family by your side.
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J MASE III
The Way You Come Home
For some of us
the most important sound
we'll ever hear
is that of a door shutting
behind someone coming home
It tells us everything we need to know
--about You
How the floor vibrates
under Your steps
tells me
what kind of night I'll have
if i'm calling out of work tomorrow
if I should call a friend and leave the phone somewhere
...special
hidden
A fraction of second
shakes
so much of us
to reckoning
the World
created
from
Your Anger
May the give
of a well built
frame
bring reflection
with which
to hear Yourself
in the echoes
of wood
pounding
away at the Future]
My Grandmother
used to read playing cards
I read footsteps
I guess some
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might call it a gift
I call it the curse
of Intergenerational
Trauma
We can't always
escape our Ancestor's
Path
even though
we know where it
leads
This doorway
holds a
Destiny
I am sometimes
not strong
enough
to
--close]
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On Days I Am in Too Much Pain to Bind
Some fags have cleavage
And on those days, my gender
Is still grown ass man
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On Crushes
The biggest question
Is do you ever feel soft
when you're around me
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Transfag Love
Men weren't made to love
They were made to destroy things
with their bare hands
And isn’t your heart broken?
Are you not defeated?
Have you not
experienced
manhood
now
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J SCALES
Never Date a Poet…
never date a poet.
a poet will put your shit out on the street…
(not literally—we’re too close to homeless for that, but)
figuratively…u know…
write about it & read it at one of those
“mothertongue” or “women in the life” poetry readings…?
u know,
where everybody knows you
--or at least knows your SHIT?—
ha!
she will do this with so-called “good intentions”
&you will STILL THINK that she is FOINE!
…watch the fuck out…
never date a poet…
a poet will get all emotional over some ol’ meaningless shit,
&then write a poem to apologize!
…&you will think that shit is cute;
but she will just be getting over on you—beware!
never date a poet…
a poet will find a job that pays well,
only to quit because she REFUSES to adhere to their
capitalist/patriarchal/racist/sexist/homophobic agenda!
(…which is really just another way of saying that
getting up every day just CRAMPS her STYLE!!!)
never date a poet…
a poet will write a poem about
WHY you should not date poets…for NO DAMN REASON
—except for the fact that…
every OTHER poem—
the why am I gay poem
the fuck you poem
the “go to hell white corporate AmeriKKKa poem,
the O.J./Mike Tyson/George Bush poem
the 1st experience poem
the “ooh baby—get it GET it” poem
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the “I hate gangsta rap” poem
the positive pseudo-spiritual wanna-be vegetarian poem
the “Lisa Nicole Carson is FOINE poem”
(oops—tht’s some ol personal shit poem!)
the “I hate poetry/beatniks” poem
the “BLACKWOMAN-queenofthenile-Nefretiti-YOU-SO-FINE” poem!!!
ha!
yeah…since these poems
have already been written…
a poet will spend many minutes
meditating about shit
(ANOTHER word for PROCRASTINATION)
& STILL not get shit done!
never date a poet.
because a poet
will sit&weep
for no apparent reason,
&CLAIM to have had
great
revelations…
she will try to explain these revelations
&possibly be considered INSANE.
…This calls for STRENGTH on your part,
because you must reassure her…
tell her she is O.K.,
…&most of all,
be convincing.
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JALYNN HARRIS
Joan Armatrading Corners Tracy Chapman
Listen, I’m the man in the fast car
going 88 on an open road with your girl
Meshell, the First Lady, speeding Black
to the past. Bessie Smith swings blues
buffet. Ma Rainey is strapped
with gold coins and ostrich plumes,
moaning for my proof. Every night
a tent show whooping gold guitar
percussing we come electric
on the stage. Tracy, lock me in
your chord cruising highway. Win me a bloody nomination
Love, you’re the golden gramophone
so close to me, baby— can I hold you?
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Ida B Wells Writes to Frances W Harper
They’re so close to me. Baby, Can I hold you
like suffrage while the ink dries?
Heard you that shriek? Another Stewart swinging
from dogwood. Is noose the looking glass
of our inheritance? We are broken milk- crocks
washtubs strained with pinned names.
Come, let’s jump the claim! Let’s steal away
the trolley car. I’ll be the conductor blazing
toward violet dawns. You’ll be the grip
woman cruising over cables. Casting
lure like law. Let ‘em try tie us, set fire the faggots
‘neath us. But we’ll be a windwink, phantoms
all bound up together. Come, let me be your first
found excuse to quit lifting while you climb.
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The Watermelon Woman Sings Miss Celie’s Song
First, he found an excuse to quit me. Lifted himself like a climb
dropped the barrel of our love. Ran the tractor over my—
I’m drinkin my down and out at the juke coz last night i caught him
split lip like kazoo. Buying her into our bed his lips
sin red. O, i’m spilt like wine! What sin did i commit to deserve drinkin’
my blues at the juke? Moonshining my down and out again
She shimmied in like wind, shining every color
of god. Stepping from my sorrow, I toed her on the floor
now our love disrupts the snakes and the frogs sing
our sleep. Now our love stirs freshwater, our hips a sea
O the difference, a day is all it takes. Last night he came sorry
knocking on my door, but I’d already changed the key
it’s double bolted brass, baby
it shugs like moon curves and only she can open me
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JERRICA ESCOTO
The Woman Inside Me
Some nights
I wake up choking to the woman inside of me
Trying to claw her way out of my mouth
She waits until I am sleeping
Because it is the only time I do not try to forget her
Sometimes,
When I am alone
I can hear her weeping in between the times I inhale
And exhale
When I bind my chest
I feel more than just the suffocation of my body
I feel her inside of me gasping for air
I know she is terrified that
I am trying to squeeze her out of me for good
For awhile, I tried.
I swallowed her in front of other men to not seem weak
I hardened any time I felt her welling up behind my eyes
Used her as a scapegoat whenever anger was the only prayer in my mouth
Blamed her for the depression
The anxiety
The dysmorphia
The dirty looks in public restrooms and fitting rooms
For being a god damn box to check on paperwork
I hated her for having the audacity to stay even after I demanded her to
leave
I also mourned
And I grieved
I didn't know how to say goodbye
I didn't know if I had to
When my therapist said I have internalized misogyny
I cried until the woman in me finally poured out of my eyes
And onto the floor
She has never said, “I told you so”
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She has only ever offered me a book of poems written by a person I used to
be
And now,
Here
In front of this mirror that I beg to tell me lies
I am trying to find a voice that resembles something familiar
But I’ve only ever performed my poems in a higher pitch
And I fear a lower frequency will mean I will relearn how to be quiet
When all I want to do is scream
I am here
This is me
But my refusal to remember her
Is also my refusal to become a man who does not fall victim to fragile
masculinity
To be a man
Does not mean to forget all the parts of me that is woman
That is soft
That is compassionate
That is empathetic
That is the only version of myself I have ever been damn proud of to
become
The day
That I can embrace my femininity
Will be the day I have actually stepped into my true masculinity
I would be lying
If I were to say the noise of patriarchy does not keep me up at night
Sometimes,
I let her out before I go to bed
We do not speak
I do not remember the last time I looked her in the eye
But she just lies next to me
Silent
She puts her arms around me to remind me I am not alone
And sometimes,
It is the only time I can be put to sleep
To dismiss her
Is to dismiss the fact that she is the reason why I am still alive
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I am nothing
Without all the different parts I have been and will become
I am nothing
Without the woman who lives inside of me.
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But It's Your Favorite
My parents are both from Pampanga, Philippines.
We are known as the greatest cooks.
My mother cannot cook.
But she can bake.
When my eldest sister moved to a different state,
My mom filled our kitchen with ten batches of mamon.
When we asked her why she made so many
She shrugged her shoulders and said she was bored.
When I moved to DC,
I Facetimed my mother and she showed me a kitchen full of empanadas
She cracked one open and started picking through the filling
She showed me the inside through the screen
Still steaming
She took a small bite then said, “It’s good.”
When my brother moved out of the house,
My mother told him to come over every Monday
So she can escort him to the commissary for cheaper groceries.
On a group chat,
My mother tells my sister to bring my nephew to the house
My sister says she is busy
My mother replies with, “But we made sinigang and longanisa.
Just come over, you’re close.”
My sister says she has no time
My mother replies with, “But it’s your favorite.”
This poem is the first I have written for my mother.
It is to say:
I understand that when you are at a loss of words
From missing your children...
It is food
That will always bring us back home.
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JESSICA GENIA SIMON
Orlando – a Meditation on the June 2016 Attack
Wear my heart flesh out, ready for flies,
for 49 bodies, gay or not, inside a club
for queers, lay slaughtered.
Hate burns on embers from within
an empty semi-automatic magazine.
I am on the floor, Orlando,
covered in half-eaten souls,
salvage bloody t-shirts, twist
a tourniquet of mercy on
the mother’s dying son.
No light inside this room, only dying flesh.
Let us light candles for the dead,
wicks of light that flutter at dusk,
*poof* a breeze could blow them out.
Tried blame: the shooter must have loved death.
lunacy: only psychopaths kill people,
guns: why can he buy an AR-15?
I remember how long ago, we kids,
kicked Tommy over and over again, at
the cul-de-sac park, just because
he was different, laughed and left him
doubled over, whimpering.
Tell yourself, it’s not the same,
This is a demon, mass killer, different, different, different.
Recount your basic bill of rights:
to speak, to own a gun, a religion,
cover your head in fabric, cross your chest
and forehead with ash, talk in tongues,
beat your breast, however you pray: Say it!
Life birthed you for a reason not to hate.
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Same Sex
It’s like seeing the shore you want to touch and feel on your skin. It’s the
salty water of thirst you want to swim in. It is slick sssssssssssssssssssssssss
please, oh, please, oh don’t stop slide over, there, please, stop, not almost,
never, stop, please, go slower, ugh, faster, ugh, please, uh, please, build me
up, pluck, rub, flick, lick me, push press, back and forth, ugh, yes, yes, like
that,uhhhhhhhhhhhh, aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaa hold me hold me
skin damp hair push it out of my eyes, hold my sweat in your hands. Smell
me on your my fingers. Heat is mist is air covers us. My legs wobbly
branches almost breaking.
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Third Viewing of “Two Fridas”
You worked with organs
because your frames were all
cracked. Look how a vein
sweeps over your shoulder like
a shawl, the heart exists outside
yourself like a cloud you
could watch float by.
You hold your own hand,
your organs inside out and flushed,
red wet and beating, the parts of you
that worked and fed you,
the parts that bleed and love.
What use are bones anyway, but
to house the life that beats within the bars?
Your bars were broken and you beat right
into the mirror onto the canvas,
trivial, some would say, a woman alone in pain paints herself,
trivial, a woman alone in pain,
trivial, a woman alone with her organs and bones,
alive and beating on pages.
It is only trivial to those who always look outward.
This is trivial to those who make lives out of other’s lives,
but Frida Kahlo, even as your body was raging,
your small hinges collapsing into blood rivers,
even after the tenth plague visited your womb,
you painted for yourself a dress of stained linen,
next to a more innocent you. She offered and
you took your own hand, as she pinched to stop
the bleeding wound that threatened to end you.
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JONA COLSON
St. Valentine Speaks
I started earlier when you had
no current or breath, and life
was pure hunger.
I can help you choose a ripe
apple, or teach you to pearl
milk on a June afternoon.
I am certain that everyone
has a heart, except some people
whose eyes blink in surprise
to touch or grace.
I will trouble your silence
with a sunset that pinks
the entire sky, and wake
you from a sleep where
your father’s kiss was all
you knew of love.
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Doctor to Patient (III)
Why does winter frighten you?
I’m afraid the air might snap in pieces.
Has that ever happened?
One winter when I was ten, I blew into the sky and the stars shattered.
How do you know?
Look, there is a half-moon scar next to my right eye.
I don’t see it, perhaps an icicle fell?
No. It is as real as that knife in your hand.
I don’t have a knife. This is a pen.
If you leave it open on the snow, she comes out—echoing in the chilled air.
Who comes out?
In the same breath, your bones quiver. Your belly shrouded in ice.
Does that mean you see someone?
One morning my mother asked me if I missed her when she was not there.
Is your mother alive?
I told her I missed her when I looked down at my cereal.
Do you mind if I write that down?
Knives are lonely—like a sliver of moon in a frozen sky.
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JOY YOUNG
What I Tell Young Queers Who Send Messages on Tumblr Asking
About Coming Out to Family OR In Which My Mom Cannot
Imagine a Universe Without Sandwiches
My mom has celiac disease.
Don't worry.
This is not a poem
in which my mother's terminal illness
keeps me in the closet.)
Celiac is a sort of hereditary autoimmune disorder
triggered by gluten
it slowly damages your small intestine,
creates bloating and stomach pain.
My mom shouldn't eat bread
or use people's guest bathrooms when she does.
Her body has become a school
that's adopted a zero tolerance policy:
any gluten results in expulsion.
But my mom can't seem to actually give up gluten
or wrap her head around the idea
of what zero tolerance means.
Exclaims with pride she cut herself off at half a waffle.
Refuses a third dinner roll at Thanksgiving.
Asks me what she is supposed to do
about sandwiches...
My mother rejects the idea that gluten free bread
is bread,
or to imagine she could live in a world
without sandwiches.
My mother's imagination can not bend
to accommodate a universe without sandwiches.
I do not know how to ask my mother
to imagine a universe without or beyond 2 genders,
how to insist that non-binary or genderqueer
is gender
or insist my body is proof.
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14 years ago I told my mother I am gay
and watched the damage
slowly accumulate in her stomach and mine
“You have to understand
it’s like you died and I’m mourning your death.”
She told me.
“You have to understand, it takes time”
She insisted.
10 years ago I tried to breech being queer
and watched her body
language react with a zero tolerance policy.
My imagination can not bend to accommodate a universe
without my mother.
When I am with her, I do not contest the universe as she knows it.
The one that is full of sandwiches.
The one in which I am gay and a woman.
The one in which we have a real relationship.
I do not think my mother can imagine a universe
without me either.
She hasn't stopped consuming my stories
though she has cut out at least half of me.
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Aunt Joy
My nephew is two and learning to use the potty.
Asks me, "Aunt Joy" to take him,
which is weirdly an honor,
to be chosen.
His father jumps to his feet
shouting no.
This is when I learn my nephew learned to pee
standing up next to his father,
which is weirdly adorable.
This is when my nephew learns I don't have a penis.
I can't go stand and pee next to him.
After my sister explains that girls don't have penises,
he is very concerned
about what might have happened to my pee-pee.
This is when I learn that
when he calls me "Aunt Joy"
he doesn't realize aunt
is supposed to carry girl inside it.
All he knows of boys and girls
is the way my sister's long hair shakes no
at messy
at I don't want to clean my room
at can I have some fruit snacks.
My nephew is five when he tells his mom
no girls are allowed to play in his secret lab under his bed
and I claim a lie my family tells me about myself,
put on being a woman,
remind him aunt
is his mom's sister,
sister is girl.
He answers:
Okay, but you're not a girl like mom is a girl.
And he's not wrong.
I tell him to be nice to my sister anyway.
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He replies:
Okay Aunt Joy.
Not knowing the way his voice says aunt but
refuses to cut me into pieces,
to project all the boi out of my body,
to force woman into the palms of my hands.
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JUDSON LEWIS
Mormon Priest Meets the Gayghbor
Looking through my peephole at the door of 2E,
moving in boxes is a hot Mormon Priest.
Oh my sexiness thank the Creator:
I’ve got a Mormon and he’s got a Gayghbor!
Who will put who in their place?
Who will win this conversion race?
Is this a divine intervention for his sexual abstention
or will the magic Mormon underwear embark me on a mission?
He’s the forbidden fruitiness,
I know there’s homo in that holy
Come inside and get sanctified,
I’m throbbing for knowledge.
Elder, speak to me of
late saints,
salt lakes,
and grace.
Brigham Young sounds brave
like RuPaul.
But doesn’t all this Lord praising
make you tense...
Loosen your tie and let’s talk us for
I feel we too are worthy of praise,
two beautiful bodies gravitating
in the miracle of this moment.
Don’t you wish
we could run off?
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We could break
ALL the rules and
get Red Bulls,
tequila, and
matching tattoos of
cyborg leather lesbians playing mah jong
with blunts on their lips and vibrators for arms.
Your goodness entices
the badness in me...
There’s a BIG QUEER DEMON...
THAT NEEDETH SANCTUARY!
Ordain the unordinary
Break the bread over me
Bless the phallus
Chastise the chalice
Let promised
planets collide!
Let multiverses
multi - ply!
Now I take your Devout hands.
Yes, together let us pray:
“Oh Joseph Smith,
give us more than this stale Cheeto.
Give us your pious torpedo.
Spare us from this empty fridge.
Protect us from your kinky gifts.
Save us from the faults you gave us.
Blind us from the design of skin
and extinguish our God given sins.
amen.”
Looking through my peephole at the door of 2E,
they taped a picture of Jesus that stares back at me.
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I feel that your faith could be contagious
but watch yourself Elder, so is my gayness.
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Things to Be at My Traditional Gay Wedding
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

A lifesize cake replica of Beyoncé
An ice luge penis- huge
Unnecessary amounts of paprika (the sissy’s spice)
Vodka - much more than enough
A homophobic uncomfortable single uncle
Oprah to ordain it
Ellen to champaign it
Cashfetti: affluence accentuator
Grandma in the moonbounce
Neil Patrick Hizzy on the unic-izzy
Booty shorted groomsmen
Crisco Twister
The Westboro Baptist Caterers
Bouquet toss high heeled brawl
Betty White, Blunt Roller
Alan Turing as The Ghost of Homosexuality’s Past
An elephant saddled with stripper’s pole
You there- to pick up the bill
Diamond studded flip-flops
The silent waterfall of eternity
The harmony of two orbiting hearts
Doves- into a crimson sky
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Chick-Fi-Gay: The Quest for the Forbidden Chicken
I’m waiting in this Chick-Fil-A
with sweaty palms, I love you
because I’m not supposed to.
You are dirty. You are a dirty bird. A dirty bird of deliciousness
and discontent and that is why I long for you Chick-Fil-A...
I’ve heard you’ve been naughty,
donating millions to the anti-gay agenda.
I am gay
you are tasty,
that’s our problem.
We are star crossed,
a gay man and the forbidden chicken.
In order to ease my dissonance
I decide to create some more...
“Hello this is Billy welcome to Chik-Fil-La how may I serve you?”
Oh Billy in so many ways you couldn’t possibly imagine...
I don’t need no cordon bleu just a chicken biscuit #2!
Ahhh, throw in a #3, #4, and #5
those should help with the problem of my being alive...
You’re homophobia gives you away,
frankly Chick-Fil-A
you seem kind of gay.
Is this silly Billy?
This place is a 1950’s Southern nostalgia fantasy and I’m your 2012
homo nightmare fairy of truth.
Boycotting you puts a rainbow Band-Aid
on a bullet wound while
gay youths are bullied backwards
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by politicians, pastors, and closeted cowards
with Sex Ed that says they don’t exist
and how we marvel when in the hallways they disappear.
LGBT teens are being stoned to death in Iran,
tortured by the police in Uzbekistan,
St. Petersburg has never seen a pride paradein seventy-seven countries it is still illegal just to be gay.
Where have my leaders gone?
Where is my Malcolm X?
My Mahatma Gandhi?
Maybe they’re you,
waiting to rise to your calling?
Maybe they’re me...
staring into this oblivion in a one man sit-in,
a Gaythiest with a mouthful of Jesus chicken.
God grant me one minute of justice
One moment of equality
One second of solace
(with an extra pickle on top).
I just want one taste of liberty before I drop.
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K. TYLER CHRISTENSEN
Dead Child Alive
Scott Herring

Space and place
are as much act and experience
as they are dirt and rock,
concrete and steel.
//
in a vision i came
everything will be fine
i said i sissied
not dead, no,
another cesarean
a dead child alive.
in my godliness
i am deacon & scout
camp & cry
baby,
benevolent boy
believing in one thing:
martyrdom.
in my queerness
i am dirt & road
Roseanne & Cunningham
& raging, still,
believing in one thing:
Madonna.
from the closet i write:
the perfect lie
the family reunion
that Christmas in 2004
this Thanksgiving
to the chamber
i will return.
for this is gospel:
on Monday evenings
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from six to eight
i learn i am not good enough
for dad & too much
for god.
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Little Green
Five-foot nine, a hundred-and-seventy-five pounds,
high school Valedictorian, top of his class.
I’d have asked him about his weekend
in New York, the one he spent with him,
but I divined that information for myself:
a belated Valentine’s Day retreat
a weekend stay on a Tempur-Pedic,
a stroll through Chelsea,
and a nightcap at the leather bar
where surely they prowled for a third.
All of this to make up for weekends lost
between Torts, the sheets, and let’s not forget
my legs.
//
When he cums I swallow,
because it makes him mine—me, his.
We are not each others—I know better
—but I fall
for the way his stomach breathes into my backside
for the way he smells unshowered, a day old,
I fall.
//
Remember the scripture? he asks.
The one where Jesus talks about all of the power
coming out of his hands? That’s what it feels like
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when I cum in your mouth, he tells me.
And even though I’ve read the Bible twice,
front to back, I have no memory of this verse.
It’s dangerous for him to tell me things
like that, like the way it feels when he cums,
because I want him to tell me things
like that.
//
I want domesticity, too: a glass of Malbec,
while he guts a green pepper,
while we debate the photo captions in The Economist,
while he dissects a recipe for vegetable ragout,
while Joni sings, Born with the moon in Cancer.
And I’ll tell him, They’re funny, the captions,
and he’ll say, No, Designing Women is funny.
And I’ll lean in across the island between us
and give him a kiss. And Joni will cry,
Little Green, he’s a nonconformer.
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KAY KASSIRER
Sink Girl Part 5 - Cold Air on Naked Skin
loving you was harder than it was to say goodbye
and saying goodbye was difficult in the same way it is to get out of bed
naked feet touching cold floor
leaving warm blanket nest
bare arms exposed to chilly air
hair on legs stands at attention
the same way I used to every time you'd call
but as my skin gets used to this fresh air
and my eyes grow accustomed to the light
to being open again
I slowly start to forget you
until all that's left
is the aftermath of a bad night’s sleep
sheets thrown on the empty half of my bed
and cold air on naked skin
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Two Soft Bodies (Sad & Gay)
two soft bodies lying beside each other
too easily remembering lying beside bodies we did not want to be lying
beside
too easily remembering the lies we tried to keep to hide our guilt and shame
two soft bodies lying beside each other
we both know what it is to be torn apart by unwanted hands
we both know what it is to have to piece ourselves back together
while trying to hide the fact that we were ever broken
two soft bodies lying beside each other
we ask
“are you comfortable”
with hesitant hands
“can I touch you”
before we reach
“is this okay?”
after every single kiss
yes’ catapulting out of our mouths
faster than the questions that we keep just keep on asking
because neither of us want our hands to turn into his hands
and both of us know how easily anyone’s hands can turn into his hands
I tell her how the bruises stayed so long I started thinking them birthmark
marks for being birthed in this body
she tells me of the restless nights
unaware of whether to call them nightmare or memory
I ask if I can pull her closer
she says yes
I ask if she wants to share more
she says “yes but... you go first”
so I tell her about the first time he took away my no
thought that money meant control
thought that body with vagina meant object he could play with
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she tells me about abusers dressed up as authority figures
pedophiles costumed as friends
we listen to each other
and appreciate being listened to
people don’t like to hear these kinds of stories
so we carry our guilt and shame like backpacks full of stones
everywhere we go
but here we are
two soft bodies lying beside each other
we have finally found each other
we are on the verge of finally starting to heal
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KIM MARSHALL
Phantom Houses
If ghosts are only memories of the living, then I must ask
why do you hold me?—
clinging to the afterthoughts and ghostly sighs
echoing in our empty house?
A string of questions trails behind us,
haunting all the old stairways, where we used to laugh.
Yet I can’t remember the sound of your laughter
as if all the notes were burned
between your cool lips
or perhaps my lips
closing over
you.
All the questions start with do you remember
as if forgetting was optional, but
I could never find that option
punctuated with each dot after each word after each press
of my fingers to your skin.
Do. You. Remember?
And the curve of that question wraps itself around my mind,
snaking through my memories, where it always finds you nestled.
We were always digging in our pockets for just the right amount of change.
Except, we never had enough money for the good love
that licked the dripping wine from our lips and warmed our cold fingers
in satin beds made for the lavish tongues of sweet resistance.
So we put our hearts on our sleeves when our wrists felt too naked.
(Never realizing hearts could crack in the cold.)
But do you remember?
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We tried to run from that question because
that meant we weren’t in the places we used to be and if we weren’t,
that meant we weren’t together in the way we used to be.
Remembering was a sign of leaving all the broken pieces
when we told ourselves we would stop
stepping barefoot on shattered glass because we
didn’t need that kind of money anymore.
But we needed.
So we leave ourselves with this question
of memories — our fingers curling around
each other and the way we used
to be.
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How Methodical the Cloud
1-1-11 - 3,000 blackbirds fall
1-1-12 - 100 more
(do you hear the pattern of the song?)
1-1-13 - the softness of them rounds to 5,000
their feathers cascade
against Arkansas roofs
red-tipped wings snag
1-1-14 - and then there were millions
turned in, these blackbirds
become target, become unsustainable
become existence & evidence of crime
1-1-15 - fill streets, we black
birds should we black
birds should we have
died some
where else
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LINETTE REEMAN
Enter: A Body
[after Alain Ginsberg]
body enters the world girl-shaped
maybe dancer-leaning
girl-body enters the dance class askew
back not popsicle-stick snapped
knees pop and everyone hears how
the candle blows itself out
girl enters another girl’s body
two half-girls dissociate into
each others’ mouths until
everyone sees just one person
dance enters the not-girl body
and leaves limping
car accident enters the body and
body has to be dragged out of the car
my father enters the emergency room
and picks glass out of my hair
my mother follows me into the
courtroom and tells me to stop
exaggerating my limp
body tries to enter a mirror but
breaks itself and comes out bloody and
everyone pretends this is normal
my mother’s child enters the front seat
of their father’s car and grips
the wheel hard enough to imagine
their hand-bones shattering
someone enters my body and maybe
imagines a girl where instead there
is an accident
body is baptised in two languages
and i still come out as a faggot
body limps into the courthouse bathroom
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and there are so many mirrors body
remembers a dance studio it stood in once
my mother asks me why i stopped dancing
and my body answers in broken language
body tries to dance with someone but
they just want to enter it
body lets someone enter them and
all the mirrors shatter
body enters their own mouth and
swallows the flame to stop the flicker
body candles until morning
body assumes it is not useful unless
no one can see it
body exits a person’s car and
limps despite wanting to dance
body expects it will exit the world
in more pieces than it entered
girl enters the world with a body
exits with a mouthful of glass
girl presses their body to a mirror
to practice being with someone else
girl peels body off bloody
girl trails their body behind them
body follows itself out of the mirror
body dances until everything burns
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Fill in the Blank:
#TransDayofV_______
A. VISIBILITY
my hometown best friend’s mother is drunk and arguing with me about my
gender on the internet (again). she asks me to pity the breast-cancer
survivors, who did not want to have the surgery i gleefully broken-record
about. i consider the fact of my body: middle-aged men will think me a boy,
and when they assume my voice proves them wrong, they attempt to flirt a
girl out of me. a customer calls me a “he-she” and i am visible. an expartner calls them-self a lesbian when we hold hands in public and i am
visible. prior to top surgery, my mother and my surgeon get into an
argument and both misgender me one after another / it turns out that a gun
is still a gun no matter who is holding it. i move to put my shirt back on and
they see me from their peripherals and my mother mistakes this movement
for hesitation and i am visible.
B. VULNERABILITY
i am not quiet or clean or smart enough to cup conversation; instead, it
waterfall-stutters out of me, my hands all clumsy and wet now. i do this
around every person my cis-man partner introduces me to for three months
straight and he still thinks i’m funny. sometimes, trauma choke-holds me
and i forget all my escape-training. sometimes i am trying to tell a story he
will thank me for sharing with him and my tongue rots behind my teeth at
what my body perceives as a lie. sometimes all the words i practiced
carefully in the rest-stop mirror drain out of me as though blood out of a
fresh wound and i am left only with a basket of snakes where once i had a
stomach. sometimes, i am worried people i love kiss me and feel something
in-human flick out between my lips. sometimes i am worried people / love
/ me and feel something in-human-C. VENGEANCE
at the rally, i start the trans-chant, and the callback is thunderous. there is a
YouTube video where i am called a bitch for flipping off the camera. closeup on my eye-roll. close-up on the mass of black fabric i move into and the
only recognizable part of me i leave behind is my voice / strained and sharp
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and bright / hanging like mist in the space now eaten up by new bodies /
clamouring out of the shallow grave they dug for us / before realizing how
many we are.
D. VICTORY
my friends and i puddle on whoever’s bed / or, someone i love parts my
legs and slides a hand up the inside of my left thigh and i melt into this first
of many bodily casualties / or, i am grabbed into a head-lock and i still feel
safe enough to laugh / and none of these are defeats. when death is as
expected of your body as breath, any movement is resistance. i smack a sigh
out of my girlfriend’s mouth / or, my roommate wrestles me out of our
front door / or, my best friend and i make eye-contact over the swarming
party and each drink our drinks i mean lock my car doors i mean take turns
watching which bathroom we each go into so we know what kind of fight
to prepare for. in the summer of 2015, the Supreme Court declared a
victory for gay marriage and i was still fired for “coming out” and also not
killing myself / so i don’t tell people i’m “queer” anymore. i know that they
will hear “pride-flag” and not “brick-throw” / so maybe i identify as both
“alive” and “transgender” and all the L/G/B people i know keep telling me
to pick one. and is it not a war-splattered sneer, to prove them wrong? to
name each new day its own triumph?
E. none and/or all of the above.
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LIV MAMMONE
After Seeing a Facebook Post Proclaiming: Stop Romanticizing
People Who Hurt You!
But (the ocean/the ocean/she walked into the ocean/sunflowers/she drove
ten hours/she made the best playlists/she knitted me wrist warmers/her
eyes were sun on bay water; her back, a nebula/i once made her come by
text while her daughter slept next to her/ waves crested at my
collarbone//with her, i was a fountain/birdsong//my poem tattooed on
her tricep/without her i’m a wrath animal/she's gotten a cat, i think, to
replace me/i feel her hating and missing/the stories/touch/we never took
that fast drive/she said she'd hold my hand in the hospital/her chipped
tooth/even the lack of her memory makes my bed dark water/my skin is
made of beetles/she was going to tell me which old films to watch; teach
me punk rock/first times never return/she risked so much/i
promised/what does forever mean/what if/soul/is any one thing that lays
claim to my soul good) how?
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A Crip Is
after Tara Hardy after Roma Raye
A crip is a bitch.
A bitch is a war. War.
A crip is a cry.
A cry is a tool
War cry.
A cry is a weapon.
Necessary. A crip
is necessary. A crip
cry is necessary song.
Song cry.
A crip bitch cries.
Nobody wants to hear
bitch and moan.
To moan means fear.
Crip
means fear. Fear is a stone
on the spine. The weight of
life. Stone spine bitch.
A spine is a tool.
Witch
weighing a life. Scales.
A monster with scales. Crip
is monster. Burn the witch. War
cry. Burn. A burn can crown.
Crown
is a weight. A crip
is not a weight but
is crowned. A crip
bitch earns a crown.
Bone
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against bone
makes a song.
Witch bone crown.
Try to burn the crip
bitch down.
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There is No Lover Here
after Richard Siken
Tell me about the dream where I am running, naked, through your father’s
dining
room
and into your arms, overturning the bowl
of creamy soup set before you with the arch of my back;
how you can see the hole of my laughing mouth reflected in all the crystal
wine glasses
until you wake shaking, fevered, wishing to spit out your teeth.
It’s not like we’re any sort of emergency.
It’s more like the future is cradling me in its jaw.
How your hands were made of cloth and feather before you met me;
totally useless in their freedom until I volleyed
a moon of Jupiter
to your bedroom window.
Look at the light it gives—doesn’t that make it easy to release your scream?
We’re smashing half the china.
Tell me I’ll never have to sleep again.
These shards, our inheritance,
tell me you want no other children but them.
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MARGARET LEE CORUM
Start in Winter
another grey blue frost day. it snowed
less than i hoped. i have tonsillitis.
spilled lemon water melted the blue
gel pills to the side table. i pry them off.
yesterday i ate an entire bag of family sized
utz barbecue potato chips.
hardly chewing so they would scrape going down.
today i watched The Notebook.
been trying to write a poem about love.
scribbled notes like: I liked Ryan Gosling better in Amityville Horror.
last night i woke in a burst of coughing at 3am,
nauseous from taking an antibacterial on an empty stomach.
i stood and watched the snow
speckle the yellow of the streetlights.
i ran to the bathroom and sat on the floor.
Diane Seuss’s Four Legged Girl against my chest, trying not to hurl,
trying to pull into myself a bit of how she wrote these poems.
my dad’s alarm went off at 4am.
he turned on the radio and i heard muffled voices through the vent,
the sound of him spitting in the sink.
the nausea passed on my third reading of “Oh, I’m a Stone.”
after my dad left for work i took my mom’s car.
screamed through a tunnel of trees at 5am.
how does she write like that?
the book rolled up and tucked under my thigh.
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a curtain of snowfall pushed past me.
the world yellowed in the foggy headlights.
love made him insane. Sane?
dizzy from blowing my nose too much.
cherry smell sticky across my cheek.
how does she drop the thud of these lines
as easily as i toss used tissues to the floor?
glare
i woke in a pile of tissues,
pretzels stuck to the inside of my thigh.
third time through
fake cherry twang on my tongue.
walked around the house i grew up in.
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Venus
by the planet’s jagged
desertscape, slab-like rocks,
she bubbles
like sea foam, makes frothy copper dirt.
I mistook the volcanoes for dunes. like fever,
like the peak of infection, the domes glow.
sweat prickles my upper lip. I envy her:
trap of toned legs crossed
under gauzy fabric,
bloom of bottom lip, tilted
myrtle crown, green,
white poof of stamen.
she is backlit
by galaxies’ rainbow haze,
dappling of stars, me,
elliptical, irregular, spiral
bulge of gas and dust.
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MARLENA CHERTOCK
It Should Be Called Womenstruate
There are no men involved in this
ancient act of bleeding,
this Red Seaing
between our thighs,
this ritual we can’t help
but take part in.
Menstruous, a male name
given to blood
in 1375, when we were dying
of the Black Death. Oozing sores. Pus.
But this flowing red river
is not monstrous.
This power socket of cum joules,
this tingling triangle, this coaxing
cave, this primordial pomegranate
is not monstrous, is full of sap
and blood and ever-expanding,
like the universe after its big bang.
Our bodies know when others
are on it. Electricity humming
between our valleys below,
current arcing from woman
to woman. We womenstruate
together. Share in the seeping.
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2 Minutes and 30 Seconds
This is a cry for the eternity of 2 minutes and 30 seconds. This is a fuck you
scream to the man who used that time to hold a knife to her throat at 10
a.m. on the train, told her to go to the back, unzipped his pants and put his
demon dick inside her. For 2 minutes and 30 seconds, from Wheaton to
Glenmont. This is a shriek to those who dared to keep this a secret.
Someone was raped here. And will that change anything? A bellow of when
will it finally be enough if it’s not enough when kids in school or the Yazidi
girls are kidnapped and raped. A cry of how can we expect anything to
change when a man with 4 daughters only thought of her as a place for his
meat.
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At 13 I Lived in the Forest
covered my feet with moccasins
and placed my weight on leaves underneath
so slightly, they didn’t crunch.
I slept in a cave, stole sheepskin
from nearby farms for blankets,
trailed wolf packs to scavenge their leftovers.
I learned to howl at the full moon.
My pawprints grew heavy and determined
in the dirt. I peed wherever I wanted.
One autumn morning, I saw bark
from a white birch curled at its base.
Strange patterns, two top loops stretching
and meeting in a finger nook beneath
with markings inside — names.
I left the forest, to find who
would do that to a tree.
On my way out, more branded trees.
An upright wolf used a knife
to create deep gashes in a red oak,
a female wolf by his side.
Once he put his knife away,
they brought their snouts close,
licked tongues. Left the forest, paw in paw.
My heart began to hang heavy
for every male and female wolf
I spotted through the trees.
For five years, I no longer howled
at the moon. I shattered
my reflection in rivers and creeks.
At 18 I changed,
stood up on two paws,
left the forest not caring
what the other wolves thought.
I wore my fur how I wanted,
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let my paws sink deep in the soil.
I touched snouts with male and female wolves,
never let one set a metal trap for my heart.
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MEGAN ALPERT
Dawn
My sister comes home
smelling of dirt she was buried in.
Of pushing up dandelions.
We wash her arms,
scrub her fingernails
with stinging soap.
When she finally speaks,
it’s hand me that trowel
and I’ll bury the seeds,
while upstairs, our grandmother
paces the attic.
Will I wake anywhere
besides this house,
or love anyone
ever beyond my sister
with the skinned knees?
I wake again in the garden
crushing stems against my teeth.
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What We Kept
We kept the war under our tongues
kept it in our hamstrings
in our bones.
We kept the war in our cereal bowls
in our juice
kept it in our first love
standing in the porch light
waiting to be kissed.
We kept it close
in the hems of our shirts
our face cream
kept it in our bad skin.
We kept it in our driveways
sitting quiet in the yard
flying the Bronx River Parkway 2 a.m.
kept it in key rings
smashed into tables
the imprints they left
on our palms.
We kept it door-to-door
moss-green in hinges.
Kept it mean
under our fingernails
forgotten in our socks—
Sometimes we stood at the edge
of a blueberry field, birds lit
by the last of the sun
but under our skin
the whirr-click of the war beginning . . .
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My Aunt the Artist, the Liar
On the path behind the house, we found the teeth.
but no sign of the corresponding jaw—
Whatever had been forced down to earth
had been knocked or dragged elsewhere.
My aunt rattled the teeth
in her cupped palm. Sunlight dropped
a dryness in my mouth—
she was not the kind to tell the truth.
A woman, she said, the teeth
were small, like from a woman’s mouth
and she knelt, pulled down to earth,
her fingers scraped the dirt for further proof.
(My aunt’s little rented piece of earth,
a house to make her crazy paintings in.)
I ran my tongue along
the blank spots in my mouth.
She tried it in her own mouth
at parties, she told me, cradling my jaw,
Little one, we rent ourselves from earth.
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MICHAEL MARBELLA
Althea
you rose from the sandy earth
and reached for the setting sun
between the tendrils of a coconut palm
then your tatay lifted you
onto his motorcycle
and secured a pink helmet on your head
but your father’s good intentions
couldn’t save you
from the forces of the demon
in malacañang
who exorcizes addiction
with the barrel of a gun
your tatay approached the strangers
with his shabu.
and a seed of dread
sprouted beneath your ribs
but then he saw the glint of a badge.
and unsheathed a revolver
while the clatter of M-16’s huddled over you
like a favorite blanket.
a bullet pierced your father’s back
and lodged itself in your spine—
the soldiers in blue
offering no mercy
as the breath escaped
your four year-old body.
you are lowered into the sandy earth
as your family’s cries
echo through guihulngan
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but no matter what the demon in malacañang says
your death was far more
than collateral damage.
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An Exorcism of Demons
according to my aunt
my lola would have exorcised the gay out of me
like errant demons into a herd of swine
so I spit back the words of the roman missal
like a mouthful of loose teeth
but now, I see my lola,
seated at the right hand of the father
coming in glory to judge me
because I am the serpent
gliding through the branches
of the tree of knowledge
I am eve
banished from the garden
for sin detestable to those who made me
because I wondered
what was under adam’s fig leaf
and partook of the fruit I found
to sate my hunger
for a knowledge only god had.
I was once told the lord was with me,
to bow my head
to pray for god’s blessing
but, holy grandmother, mother of my mother,
would you pray for me—a sinner—
now and at the hour of my death
or, like your daughter,
will you damn me to the fires of hell
even though I am in most need of thy mercy?
o, kapamilya,
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I am sorry if I have offended thee
because I dread the loss of your love
and the pain of your scorn,
but I firmly intend
to never do penance
or make amends for my life
because I confess:
who I am is no sin.
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Death Seduces the Poet As a Young Man
I came down
from a three-day tina bender
with the man with the electric tongue,
smoking blue-white crystals in a glass bong
chased with cocktails
of ghb and purple gatorade.
my tongue flopped out like a hungry dog’s,
searching for a carnal escape
through the sphincter of a man
who lubricated my flesh
like the meat of a suckling pig
his electric lips sawing
through my overwrought synapses
the muscles in my jaw clenched
for another shotgun kiss
as hands and tongues and cocks
searched for each other on that sweat-soaked mattress
***
when I returned to my family home,
the world awash
in the grey light of shattered reality,
I felt an anxious numbness in my hands
as my jaw worked out hours of tension
against a piece of orbit wintermint
my heart accelerated like a clydesdale on speed
and the muscles in my hand seized,
as if the sadistic god with the marionette strings
had grown tired of watching me poison myself
so he took a tazer
to the hand of this discarded plaything
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to see if it would stop
stop
stop
I asked the puppeteer
to take this cup of suffering
but he was unwilling
so my fifteen year-old sister,
her face as white as a cloud of tina smoke,
threatened to call an ambulance
I told her to stop
stop
stop
to let death’s icy fingers
lace merrily with mine
because the thought of my parents
hovering over my unconscious body in prayerful vigil
made me nearly as sick as the meth did.
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NATALIE E. ILLUM
For Cayne
On January 5, 2009
Cayne Miceli knew she would be
triaged as uninsured. To the City
of New Orleans, she was just another
emergency room cut back,
just another severe asthma attack.
She had
no choice but to swallow the medicine
they gave her, though she protested.
told them that Prednisone, a common steroid
used for respiratory distress would interfere
with her anti-depressants. Yes, she had
an unstable history, of attempted endings
but so does her city.
So do I.
This life is all about pacing. And in that moment
Cayne needed her heart to slow, her head
to stop spinning. So choking
back clarity, she swallowed what could harm her
and prayed for air.
Instead, she got walking papers though
she could barely walk and tried
to shout for help
but her breath was a fist, hammering
at her solar plexus.
What is the sound of suffocation?
Does it sound like
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NO. Something’s Wrong.
God. Please,
doctor. I’m not crazy today. Can’t.
I.

Just.

Breathe?

To the medical profession, her requests
came out in a menacing whisper, too close
to an overcrowded psychiatric ward
with no more room
for patients. Her rage was
like a second hurricane,
headed straight for
an underpaid security officer
who was trying to escort her out.
The police report said she bit him, clawed at his face. The fact
that there wasn’t a scratch on him was proof
of her Voodoo, her Pagan, Queer Magic.
It scared them,
so they arrested her,
decided
a jail cell was more economic
than a heart monitor,
that a 5-point restraint system
was stronger than an I.V. line
that handcuffs were more necessary
than an oxygen mask.
They removed her like Hannibal Lector,
sedated and seething. If Cayne had stumbled
into that ER, blue-lipped and armed
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with a Federal Blue Cross Blue Shield,
would that been enough of a talisman
to save her? Do lungs feel like levies
as they gasp and break?
At 1:00am,
Cayne died and no one came
to check on the inmate
in lockdown. At 3:02 am,
they took her back to Tulane Hospital.
Though the hospital refused to admit
that Cayne Miceli was a valid patient,
in need of urgent care in a desperate city.
Cayne knew that
everyone in the bayou cries stale tears.
Tight like my throat as I write this. Elegy
to her recovery. Rest. My sister,
this is how we recover. Cayne knew that
she had been breathing
under water
all her life.
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Adaptation
In my other life
you never leave me lover, and
the disability I harbor remains under the surface;
the stuff of rumors. I grow up to be
a contortionist barmaid.
In that life, the bulldozer never comes for Rachel Corrie.
The NYC skyline is the same one we remember
from Ghostbusters.
When I was 7, my parents adopted
my brother. It was very important
that he be newborn and white.
He arrived
8 days late, yellow and listless
with fever. I was afraid
they would return him
for being slightly imperfect.
I prayed he wouldn’t leave me
alone in a house full of crushed things.
My family
had already inherited one open spine girl.
So I told him stories of magic carpet rides.
I named him Christopher Robin, promised
we would run away to the 100 acre woods
but
if you ask him, he will swear
His middle name is Robert,
after my father,
who goes by Bobby, still
shoots cocaine at 60.
In my other life, the local
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police force doesn’t know
our address by heart.
In that life, I unlearn
that every dinner date
is dangerous
and because of this
my father doesn’t rape my mother.
She gets to keep her beautiful sanity,
along with her love
of ballet and daffodils.
I never learn to flinch
when touched because
the only beatings I endure are
on the homecoming ballet
on the debate team
on the soccer field. My brother
doesn’t learn how to be the referee
of our kitchen by the age of 9 .
In my other life, we all get to live
with my Grandmother in England,
admiring the Queen.
I get to have a husband, or
I’m comfortable with my wife
because when I hear I love you
I don’t think you’re leaving.
Words like palsy, crutches
permanent are not like broken records
skipping over every conversation.
In my other life, my body isn’t
the fault line that divides us,
lover.
I do not need to spill our secrets
under spotlight and call it
poetry.
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In my other life, my brother doesn’t turn
our basement into a bunker.
Don’t you understand?
The evil never comes inside.
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Dear Cupid,
Please send me someone who isn’t intimated
by poetry because our private lives will be
turned into performance material.
Cupid, when I said I was bisexual that wasn’t
a green light to send me every couple
looking for a threesome. That is so 1995.
Cupid, how could you
send me on blind date with
a kilt-wearing amateur tattoo artist
who told me he loved me within 25 minutes?
Or the sci-fi writer who hated Buffy the Vampire Slayer,
or all the hipsters and hippies who couldn’t even quote
one Joni Mitchell Song?
Cupid, how can I trust in the age-old
wisdom of your arrow
if it’s pointed at internet clicks
and not at my heart
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Frequently Asked Questions, Disabled Version
From random dudes at the bar:
What happened to your legs?
Skydiving Accident
Can you feel your legs?
I am not paralyzed.
Can you have, like, normal sex?
Yes, but I don't like it.
So you don't like men?
That's not what I said.
Aren't you a lesbian?
No.
Do you sleep with women because you can't get a man?
No.
From Random People:
What's that?
Wikipedia Cerebral Palsy.
From the mother with an adult daughter in a wheelchair:
Who's your neurologist? How many surgeries have you had? Were they helpful? Do you
live independently?
From the young girl in a walker in the elevator with me:
Do you have a boyfriend?
From at least 10 children a day:
Mommy what happened to her? Look at her legs! Her scooter is bigger than my bicycle
Shhhh, don't share at the lady. It's rude.
Were you in a car accident?
No.
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Were you ever the victim of a violent crime?
Yes.
Have you ever been hit on?
Yes.
Is it terminal?
No, but I'm afraid of aging, of hip and shoulder replacements at 40.
Will those surgeries help you walk?
Not really.
Is there a cure for Spastic Cerebral Palsy?
No.
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NICO WILKINSON
Affection Infection
this morning, you were in my bed.
wrapped up in your fluffy gray sweater
and little black shorts. the shorts
you wear when you’re on your period.
you’re on your period
and i have a yeast infection
and you came over last night knowing
full well that there was a negative percent
chance of any sex even remotely happening
but you came over anyway
i guess this
isn’t just about sex
anymore
because last night
you watched as i stuck medicine
in my most intimate parts of me
and i listened
as you sniffled in your sleep
because the second the weather
dips under 50 degrees
you turn into a perpetual snot factory
when morning came
and the sunlight streamed in
you turned to face me
the first thing you told me was
that you had to pee
and empty your diva cup
and i was like: woah
baby
you are just as gross
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and human
as i am
when you pressed your body
to mine in the shower, your blood
running down both our legs,
you smiled at me
in that way that made me go:
woah
baby
i think you like me
as much as a like you
which is cool
because i like you a lot
not like “love”-like i guess
but i like you enough
that i worry the words
“i love you” will slip out
any day now
like
i’ll be tying my shoes and i’ll catch you
looking at me like i am a beam of light: wonderful
in my most mundane moments
and it’ll just slip out
before i can catch it
those words
will shoot out of me
kind of like
your menstrual blood
when you sneeze.
they will ooze forth
the second i feel them
burning inside of me
much like the yeast infection.
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but hopefully,
my love for you
will be even hotter than that.
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A Transgender Guide to (Book) Binding
take your name.
lay these letters
in the printing press
of your ribcage.
tighten them down.
make sure no one misreads
this beautiful thing.
this gift to yourself, this poem
that people will speak to you most often.
when you have the pages printed
line up your many spines.
fold them.
lay one in the arms of another:
like you, every piece embracing
that which comes after it.
now you may pick up the needle and thread
and stitch yourself together.
once you are stitched up
you may want to trim away
your rough edges.
take care.
you and paper
are a limited,
precious resource.
when you pick your cover,
do not worry about the genre
they will assign you.
do not ask if you will clash
with the coffee table.
choose a cover
you can love everyday.
one that will protect you
and all your soft:
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soft like your pages
soft like your chest,
soft like the face
you make when they
get it wrong, because
they always get it wrong.
so glue, wrap,
press and press and press
until you can barely breathe
all so people will know
your title. so that they
can’t write their own
across your face.
you are not blank.
you are gold embossed.
heavy with ink.
and when you are complete
(though we never are)
and they try to skim through you
you must not break, no matter
the calloused hands
that will try and tear your name
in half.
one day,
there will be someone
who reads you
cover to cover.
who only folds your corners
to remember their favorite parts
of your story.
can recite even the boring parts.
calls you their favorite.
they will want to carry you
everywhere.
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The Train: A Portrait of Four of My Lovers
it’s one a.m.
sleepers surround me on the train,
their shadows
shining in the windows.
we are all tinted by night, and i
am glowing in the cell phone backlight, and i
am trying to betray what i am reading on the screen:
you stupid bitch
get home now
or i’ll kill you
but this is just another night.
i can’t make the train
go any faster.
it will take years
for me to realize
this isn’t my fault.
*
it’s one a.m.
i’ve made some sort of joke
about our sex life
and they lead me away
past the rows of people.
we are moving to the back of the train
but always moving forward anyway.
they leave me, that final
sort of leaving,
and i get off three stops early.
somehow, we end up
at the same destination.
but not together.
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not anymore.
*
it’s one a.m.
i spend most nights alone in the dark,
our cat meowing at the patio door’s glass
until morning. my lover works the night shift,
one of the mechanics
for the train.
i remember how
she had to clean the blood
when that boy stood in the tunnel
one fall day
and waited.
i don't know
if she could remove all of him
from the undercarriage.
that a part of him still lies beneath
all those people
trying to reach their
destinations.
*
it’s one a.m.
they are waiting with me
at the train stop by their house.
i am leaving this city
and there is nothing left for us
to say, except
i love you
like it is a prayer. like it is
the easiest thing
in the whole world.
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NYUMA WAGGEH
The Day You Die
They have all gathered around her for her last days.
Assalamalaikum .
They have to come to pay their respects.
Walakumsalam, she whispers with death lingering behind her.
There are family and friends surrounded by her bedside.
“Inna lillahi wa inna ilayhi raji’un” they all recite.
(Verily we belong to Allah, and truly to Him shall we return)
The woman laying on the bed, closes her eyes for the last and final time.
There is an eerie silence that fills the room.
One woman, dressed in a black fitted dress is the first to speak.
She, clears her throat, and wipes the rivers from her eyes.
She says, “She was a valiant soul. She taught me about how to live sober.
God speaks in people.
For a long time, I’ve been telling God what she ought to do, and not letting
things be for what
they are. Instead of fighting, I needed to be like grass and bend with the
wind. I saw God in men
and women who were spared from alcohol’s final catastrophe. I saw them
with peace in their
eyes go through unimaginable situations, neither running or cowering in
fear. This was not only
faith, but faith that worked under all conditions. It was through humility,
we would find within
ourselves a God of our understanding, a price I was willing to pay for piece
of mind.”
Another man, stands up, he is a regal black man with glasses.
He takes his glasses off and smiles a kind of smile that only heaven could
see.
He, states, “ She taught me everything I know that I have taught my
students. Simply create art
for the sake of creating art. When one begins to create one realizes the
consciousness of the
society one lives in and questions the status quo. With art, there is
education, there is life. Where
there is art, there is the will to live freely in your truest form of love.”
The man and the woman look at each other and smile at the life lessons
they have been blessed
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with.
And they say in unison, as if they read each other’s mind, as if the dead
woman woke up and
started speaking.
They say, “ Love is an action, not a feeling. Through loving comes one’s
self to progress one’s
own spiritual growth as well as another’s. In helping others with no ulterior
motive, you help
yourself. And that is how you found God within yourself.”
With that, they all hold hands and read the serenity prayer together.
As they pray for her highest good, they all somehow knew she was okay in
death.
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Exploring Queerness
I.
The idea of a “tortured” artist,
once was a mantra.
A way of living.
I, a physicist formed a formula of chronic pain and anguish,
a weathering process breaking down who I am to create a grain of art.
I decided to live in that pain never letting go,
It never dawned on me to separate the pain from the art,
Or rather the person from the pain.
Call me nobody, for I have stricken my own self blind.
The deceitful wine left me mad for years, sitting on my own island
Accompanied by demons resembling Circe coercing me off my journey.
I lived in my sadness allowing it to tie sandbags around my ankles.
She deceived me to walk in the stormy sea, telling me I could swim
unscathed if I
Never acknowledged the rocky seas crashing at the edge of my heart.
If, I’m being honest I think I always knew.
II.
At the age of 13, I gathered my 3 closest childhood friends.
All wrapped in our hijabs and our melanin skin not teaching us the harsh
life lesson
Of being black in the land of the triple K’s disguised in green robes of the
American Dream, the
view from down here has always been an embellished blessin’.
I, defiantly stand at the top of the white marble staircase
In an apartment lobby where I spent my days being a mischievous rebel
amongst the crowd.
I say, “I’m bisexual.”
I don’t remember what they said.
But, I remember what I felt.
The questionable looks were all I needed to validate people of my kind
weren’t welcomed here.
Each step away from me, an imaginative barrier being put in place, a
vaccination from
something they never wanted to contract.
A plague, an illness of sorts.
The queer was contagious, and I caught wind of it.
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The young naïve black queer girl had found her welcoming arrival into the
world.
It was judgement,
Fear,
Internalized homophobia.
The whole ordeal made me rescind my queer citizenship and live my
teenage years with the
ruling class of American citizens: the heterosexuals.
These dead-in living puritans have crucified my sexuality.
Condemned me to a life of heteronormativity.
III.
Now, 21 I have arrived to a gay club in Washington D.C.
Scanning my body over to my tattoo that reads,
“I understood myself only after I destroyed myself.
And only in the process of fixing myself, did I know who I really was.”
I am in a room filled with so many people across all spectrums.
Dancing in a darkness that no longer frightens me,
she entices me closer.
I follow.
She inches me in,
Calling my name.
A sweet aroma,
A sound that has never sounded so welcoming.
I am free, in the darkness where there has always been light.
Her comfort has gracefully saved me from living a lie.
I am free,
Free,
At last free .
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PAMELA K. SANTOS
The Sagittarius
A storm broke
waves / winds / wars
parted
An idea was born
in a womb that was
also
a
golden cage
Who knows the color of ideas
that never had
a first name?
The idea cracked open into
7,000 shell
pieces
One
flew on Delta wings
to a city with an apple for a heart
and
trains for veins
The idea grew fat on corner shawarma
checked
looked at me the wrong way attitudes
with gold block heavy Timbs
You’d think this idea had B.D.S.
Big

Dick
Swagger

Better yet

Let’s call this idea
Baklang
Dalagang
Suprema *
* Baklang: adj. Gay
Dalagang: adj. Young Woman
Suprema: n. Feminized form of Supremo, title used by the head of the
Katipunan, a.k.a. Kataas-taasan Kagalang-galang Katipunan ng mga Anak
ng Bayan (literally translates in Tagalog to “Supreme and Most High Society
of the Children of the Nation”). Founded on July 7, 1892, the Katipunan
was the secret society that rose out of the anti-Spanish propaganda
movement and characterized by the call for revolution. The time for
peaceful reformation was over with the Katipunan’s birth. Its first Supremo
was a Sagittarius.
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My Manananggal
i am not to blame for the manananggal *
that used to be my mother
who split in half when she told me of my father's affair
and never returned to the form i knew my first 13 years
what is the opposite of death
can you birth yourself in scorn and fury
her fury was more real than any mothering she ever performed
i stopped remembering what she looked like before that day
her holding a broom she glared at me with her true under-face
me holding a net to catch all truth typhooning from her mouth
before that day she was so easy to miss
except as a cautionary tale
i didn’t want to be like her when i was little
i wanted to be murphy brown brash and loud
big-haired and bold primary color suits
white nurse linens held no power for me
she told me lies about my first period
she made me wear tight skirts around the titos
she didn’t see me pulling down at my hem
crossing my arms in front of my new tits
without knowing it

i stopped seeing her
because she stopped seeing me
ghosts to each other in one house
breaking mirrors on our wrists was the only way to see we were real
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after that day
i only saw reflections of her in the guilted eyes
of my father who never could look up at her total eclipse
after that day
i became a daughter of the ashes, of the sour
a fool to try to devour her curse and become whole
what could not be ignored
her true over-face never cried
why would the dead cry
we can’t be our own widows

In Visayan mythology, they say the manananggal is a sorceress or witch by day
and by night a hideous creature flying with wings like a bat and splitting its torso in half.
No one is safe from the manananggal when stabbed by its long probing tongue.
It will suck out fetuses from sleeping pregnant women and blood from those not pregnant.
*
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PAUL LYNN GRACE-NEAL
A Call to My Trans Sister… and You
Riiiiiiiing…. Riiiiiiiing…. RIIIIIIING….!!!!
Her Voice Mail Message: “Hello, I'm not available at the moment. Please
leave a message and I’ll call you back. Have a blessed day.”
Me: “Hello, I haven't heard from you lately. Just wanted to check in to
make sure you're ok and see if you needed anything. Talk to you later. I
love you.”
...She didn't answer and that's all I could think of to say.
I'm going out of my mind wondering if she's ok.
It's not like her to not call.
After all, she used to be my bae.
We have the best times when we kickin’ it. She’s got a heart filled with love
And a smile sent from heaven above.
Riiiiiiiing…. Riiiiiiiing…. Riiiiiiiing….
Me: “Hello? Are you there? I can't hear you.”
Still, no answer. I keep calling and longing just to hear her voice because I
don't know what else to do. I hope She’s safe and makes the right choice-In what her coming days may ensue.
I checked all around and no one has heard a sound… From her.
I've texted, messaged, and checked her FB page.
The gloomy thoughts flying through my mind spark a dark, cold, eerie
rage.
Me: “Hello, 911. I’d like to report a missing person. It’s been over a
month since I last spoke to my Trans Sister and I'm concerned for her life.
Life for her has not been easy and She’s been through alot of strife.
Trying to make it on her own has led her to places that she doesn't belong.
Selling her body so she won't be hungry, she’s a good person, so don't get
me wrong.
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I don't want to go into any details because the situation can get quite
gruesome.
But I fear for her life. I think she is in danger and lonesome.”
They said they would seek her and hopefully find. They were so patient
and kind.
I guess all I can do now is pray and hope that tomorrow will be THE DAY.
As my Soul drops to 100 degrees below
My mind can help but to wander and reflect upon the misogyny and
Transphobia than have dealt Trans women of color a magnanimous blow.
Raped, battered, misused and murdered, discounted and disregarded like an
undesirable expelled turd.
But unlike our natural functions, this is no relief. Why people would hurt
someone like this is beyond disbelief.
17… 18… 19… 20… The numbers climb higher and higher like the rungs
on a tall TAAAALL ladder. IF only you could see the steam rising from my
mind. This is sickening! Makes me ”madder” and “madder”.
Oooooooooh… I am so pissed off. I thought their lives matter.
At least her's matters to me. Why can't you see their circumstance… their
reality?
Walking while Trans, having to constantly look over her shoulder.
With a facade that she's tougher and bolder.
Walking while Trans woman? That's a double whammy.
Two strikes… One strike left.
OH MY GOD! OH MY GOD! OMG!
What if she's alone, silently sinking on the inside
Wondering will tomorrow come and if she'll be able to see a new day
outside.
Riiiiiiiing…. Riiiiiiiing…. Riiiiiiiing….
Still no answer. It's been so long since we last talked but I keep trying and
trying.
But what's the use in leaving another message
on one day to hear the mailbox is full the next day?
I am running out of options and feel I'm close to the edge.
I wonder if she is too. But I'm trying. I'm doing all I can do.
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Riiiiiiiing…. Riiiiiiiing…. Riiiiiiiing….
Me: “Hello, World? It's me calling you. Pick up the phone. Please stop!
Answer me.
Can you help me? Can you help HER? Please tell me.
I'm running out of options. Please, I’m desperate! Any suggestions? This is
my last resort. Anyone? EVERYONE?!?! CAN YOU HELP MY TRANS
SISTER? Do you know what to do? ”
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The Definition of a True African Goddess: You
You are a True African Goddess
That shines as bright as the midday Sun.
You radiate hope and love.
Always giving, never done.
Your beauty is beyond what the eye can see.
For one to truly envision your allure,
One needs to seek with their heart.
That is the key.
Your ambition and desire
Will set your world on fire
As you aspire
To be all that the Divine has destined for you to be.
Never let anything or anyone hold you back
Or hold you down.
Keep reaching up and out
Because you are free.
So smile with a purpose; never frown.
Shackles and chains have no purpose for you
Hakuna Matata, God has so much for you to do.
My prayer for you is that you bring healing and wholeness
All along life's excursion.
And that you live life deliberately
Without unwarranted diversion.
Keep focused and grounded in your faith
And walk in love.
You are a True African Goddess
Adorned in grace and God's glory.
Never look back.
You have a story!
Rise up, Queen!
Rise up and be strong.
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Keep telling your story
Keep singing your song.
Stand up, Queen!
Stand tall and be proud.
Sing your story and be strong!
You are a True African Goddess, a Queen!
A sight to behold-One to be seen.
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Only Me: That’s Me!
When I first felt like a man, I felt bizarre.
Like I was looking in from the distance; like I was looking from afar.
You see, I had been a woman so long
I questioned God.
“God? What took You so long? What’s wrong?”
She found out when he was a child.
She wears men’s clothes and he’s a woman. But that’s not me.
She wears makeup and has a beard. But that’s not me.
No. That wasn’t me.
I am me.
Who am I?
What should I look like?
Who should I be?
No one looks like me.
That’s because only I can look like me.
I can be a girl and wear Fruit of the Loom
Or I can be a boy and where scented perfume.
I can’t worry about what others think or say
‘Cause I can only be me any day.
Some days If I want to wear a skirt
And on other days wear a tie and button down shirt
Then that is me.
If I long to work out at the gym and look like a buff muscle man
Then I can.
It doesn’t matter what others see because that’s me.
If I want to shop till I drop for stilettos and makeup
Or possess a curly haired poodle pup
Then that is who I am. Yes! That’s me.
There are some who act and dress like me but they are different-Because they are not me.
No! They are not me. I can only be me.
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No one can traverse the path to my destination on any occasion.
It’s not your journey.
Only I can travel the path for me.
I am evolving and each step of the way is not so appalling.
It’s not so bad.
This is real.
I love who I am becoming and my process is not a fad.
I am right where I am because I am supposed to be.
I am WHO I am because I am supposed to be.
I am WHAT I am because I am supposed to be.
I am WHERE I am because I am supposed to be.
I am WHOSE I am because I am supposed to be.
And WHY, you ask?
Because I am supposed… to be.
And no one can take that away from me.
Everyone has their own destiny
To experience and see.
Hopefully we will all move further towards living and embracing
Our own Authenticity.
No! You can’t be me and I can’t be you.
Each route we take leads us to becoming unique creations anew.
I am not you and you are not me.
We can only be who we are destined to be.
That’s not me.
I am me.
This is me…
God loves me--AND I LOVE ME!!!
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P. C. SCEARCE
Fatherless
I never grew to love him,
my father.
He came then went
just as fast as I had known him.
His home was a Ford
and a suitcase.
My mother remembers the
drunken slurs;
even on Christmas
the empty beer cans
lay like presents under the tree.
I can still hear him say,
"Boy, now don't forget
them nuts."
The morning he died,
it wasn't his body
that dropped,
but a bomb that exploded
within itself,
and took him
at 49.
As the grey box
was put in place,
I wondered who he was.
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A Theory of Landscape
There are landscapes, bodies I couldn’t touch.
One thought to scatter ashes,
the salt that grains into the pavement,
the memory of those burned.
The humidity is too high.
Some die on stoops, reading news
of Bosnian war & murders in L.A.
Some people stroke in the filth thick air.
The latest heath craze has taken ten more lives.
In other places I find these starlights.
Men leaning against brick.
At night they drink & trick.
Crotches bursting, they invite you home.
In daylight, look once, twice.
A third time,
you follow them home along their dirty paths asunder
the shadows of the Rock Creek Park Bridge.
Other separate forms cross before me.
Dogs, cats. A swallow flits here & there
lands occasionally on the table.
The rats skimp up the stairs.
By naming I alter souls.
This church, I name First Baptist of Shiloh.
A man acquaints with sleep there
on stone steps waking
in 3 AM heat.
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In the morning, he's kicked in the stomach.
In the morning, your accosts you on the sidewalk.
He speaks in vulgar
& smashes a liter into the fence—
wishing glass to cut his hand, wishing
what little alcohol left to seep into his blood.
If a bus splits his spleen.
will you recognize it
as your own?
I stretch again into flights.
Lucidities ecstasy, perch without town.
Hands can't grasp what is it external.
Pressing lips with whole speech of it.
Daily, sound muffles from the breath.
Thought–one solitude utterance landing again.
A dead man bleeds into the sewer.
Taint the negative.
Jesus is positive.
Jesus is too forward with his lips.
Jesus is queer.
Jesus, no answer for the media today?
Yes it was Jesus taught me prayer.
On my knees in a stall I wallowed in his Word.
In His Word I swallowed.
Yes reporter, I will tell you about…
The crucifix of bearing witness stuffs into my throat.
In His Word I swallowed.
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His Immaculate body now brines still in my memory
like a lover I fucked once.
Yes reporter, I will tell you about…it.
Could memory persist anymore?
Secluded carrion resting on the telegraph wire.
Gatherings of selves bent toward who are glamorous.
Who is now fallen amongst you?
This crafting de-vines my leaves
Loaf awhile, I invite you into
this scene. Let us go now then you & I,
& let’s go then to our visit.
Structures full within its composure,
A web of green hands cupping a leaning tree in the shade.
How quick your eyes glance to silent objects.
Quick to notice sky & not clouds.
Afraid of me perhaps?
Or, what you see?
I compose the lyric suitable for a street
with the tongue of a horned cut
from its speaking.
A hearse,
A bird fallen from its new nest.
The presidential candidate grins into
the Private Republican Club
accompanied by those few who
own America.
Those who own even
me.
While in Nigeria, angels hurt themselves,
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hurls black-outs in their narratives –
a virus is no longer afraid of sympathy.
In DC people here picket their embassies—
placards of scythes, the
dark forebode, bare
feet unwashed &
scorching.
A reminder to us too far away and yet so close
we name disease our government.
Hearses scaffold the streets.
Another one, then another.
Then.
In my hands remain some bird’s bones.
A man's body once.
A woman's body once.
A child’s.
Once there was a hatchling falling in the storm.
This wasn't supposed to happen on the corner.
This wasn't me.
This isn’t me hollering through the lungs
like a cough gives spittle in the throat.
Preventive breathing—exhaust
of city bus.
$1.10 please for that air.
$1.79 for clean drinkable water.
It's a $1 rail tonight.
Gotta get drunk, got to get fucked by
the first guy that blurs me.
Got a few coins for the homeless outside?
Mister, is your conscience a penny?
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Does to stagger home alone mean you're worthless,
less attractive, unsociable, or even less brilliant?
Love, a verb vulgarized by sentiment
& this is what reminders of it:
a sky,
a street in daylight,
the omission of passers-by,
the pigeon’s flock of crumbs. {indent these lines}
Too dazed for the phone call’s rings.
Don't pick up. Tomorrow will try again.
No one speaks to the sidewalks litter,
but hands that my scrub the blood away.
The raindrop’s continuous drone, nature tearing
at herself. Nature un-wishing her eyes.
There is
a custom to latching doors.
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RYAN JAFAR ARTES
“Where Are You From?”
A question asked quite consistently and
seemingly innocently enough throughout my lifetime but usually
never in the context of a larger conversation about
race or identities or even a related or unrelated topic, but rather
when I am just carrying on with my day.
Without digging too far back,
I had just dropped menus,
hands full of dirty dishes, and
just opened my mouth to greet,
interrupted by a quick,
Where are you from?
I answered honestly.
But, like, Where are you from?
As though, somehow, the emphasis had transformed the question.
You do not look like you would be from here,
I just thought you would be from somewhere else.
From what I could tell, she was inebriated and had hardly looked at me.
I was glad to already have a reason to be walking away.
I would be from somewhere else if I was not from here,
I wanted to say.
The time before that,
I had just ordered a sausage and
my order was confirmed with a quick,
Where are you from?
Being so caught off guard,
I gave him the answer he was looking for,
which was met with a brief nod,
acknowledging my sausage order and identity.
I commonly find myself in the situation when asking
Can I bring you anything else before I bring the check?
Bracing myself for statements,
not even questions, such as,
We have been debating where you are from for our entire meal,
or something similar with an implied question, declared by
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smiling white faces of
always groups,
never individuals,
like since more of them have the question,
it has somehow become more legitimate,
as though my identity is simply another menu option.
The commonality of these questions, and
all the others I have buried deep in my subconscious memory, is that
their answers have already been decided
well before the question is even proposed to me.
When our answers do not match, they feel free to disagree.
In moments of perceived cleverness, I am asked,
Where are your parents from?
The honest answer to this question only confirms
what they have already decided can not possibly be
the truth,
even though it is.
Showing signs of exasperation, I may get,
Well, where are your grandparents from?
or the more “correct” may ask,
Where are your ancestors from?
But the honest answers to these questions take them even further from
the answer they want to hear.
From what I gather,
the question they intend to ask,
the one that would give them the answer they want to hear,
is not the question they are asking.
Where I am from is not where I was born.
Where I was born is not where I am from.
I know this may seem like a nuanced detail, but this
seemingly nuanced detail has become
so emphasized, and
so magnified, and
so questioned throughout the entirety of my lifetime that
it has become a core part of my identity and
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how I view and understand myself and
my existence.
It is a question with which I have struggled and continue to struggle,
the answer to which has evolved and continues to evolve.
I not only cannot
interpret
but also cannot
answer
your asinine questions, asked
outside the context of a
genuine, loving conversation,
when you have already decided the answer.
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Getting Gay
I.
This was my first Pride weekend and
I was celebrating. I had
just come out to my parents earlier that year. My
friend was in town from Brooklyn,
one of my girls,
a friend who taught me about the true meaning of friendship,
one of the smartest people I know.
We went out dancing on a Saturday night, to
The Hippo,
now a CVS.
We had been friends for years and
this was one of the first times we were hanging out since I’d come out,
and my first time going dancing at a gay bar.
A big deal.
We were ready to party.
I saw you on the dance floor wearing
cool glasses, a
flashy belt, a
bald head, and
beautiful brown skin, and
knew you’d be going home with me that night.
II.
The
lighting was right,
appropriate music playing,
we were just starting to
vibe and
connect and the
awkwardness was almost lifting and
conversation was happening and
you said,
I’ve never met a gay Indian before,
I didn’t know men from the Middle East
got gay.
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Record stops,
lights up,
clothes adjusted, and the
moment was ruined, and
you said,
Is it time for me to go?
The answer was obvious.
You disappeared into the bathroom for an ungodly amount of time, and
then
meticulously and painstakingly gathered your belongings
as I waited to escort you to the door.
III.
Got gay?
As though being gay is a disease, an
infection, a
wound to be treated and
not something I struggled with for too many years,
an aspect of my identity that had been forced into a closet by society,
one with which I was
just getting comfortable, and
starting to explore, and
being proud of, and
being out.
The geography lesson is obvious and, thus,
one I have difficulty explaining in succinct and easy words and, therefore,
will not even attempt to do so.
The part of the statement that bothered me most
though
is that you claim to have never met a gay Indian before.
Surely you have met an Indian before,
because you identified me as such
even though this was not a topic of conversation.
And you have
clearly
met a gay person.
So the assumption is that,
of all the Indians you have ever met in your
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entire lifetime before meeting me,
none of them have been gay.
IV.
You called the next morning
claiming to have left your glasses.
I found them tucked into and
oddly concealed
in a storage container I had painted orange that now sits in my
sister’s house.
When you came over to retrieve them and
insisted on coming up, even though I
insisted on coming down, I
naively
let you up.
You whispered meaningless words seductively into my ear in an
attempt of an
apology.
I found myself escorting you out
yet again.
When you shoved your hand down my pants, I
had the strength to push you out of the door and
into the hallway, and
latch the lock on the door, and
watch through the lookout as you
hesitated and then
slowly headed to the elevator or stairs.
You punctuated the beginning of a trend.
At some point in intimacy with
every man I have been with since
my identity is exotified,
degraded, and I have
accepted this as truth.
It is easy when
words are spoken early on and
cards are shown, and
all hands are on the table.
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It becomes much more confusing when
it has been years, and
we’re connected, and
I trust you, and
find myself suddenly
alone
in an occupied bed
that has just become racialized.
Naked, vulnerable, and
exposed.
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The Sock Drawer
The socks are taunting me from their drawer
again
as they lay there innocently but sloppily folded.
I did it when I was drunk.
I came home and my room was a mess and
I was too drunk to take on any large task
so I decided to arrange my socks.
But I was drunk so I did a
sloppy
job.
And now I am laying here trying to
fall asleep
and the socks are taunting me because I did a sloppy job
of folding them.
Who cares?
I ask myself.
Torturous moments later I realize:
Apparently,
I do.
Hating every ounce of myself for exactly two moments I
get up and
unfold the socks and
put them
back
in the laundry basket which is next to
piles of laundry, dirty and clean, and
books and
used drinking glasses and
many other things and
I lay down in bed and
promptly
fall asleep.
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SAM SAX
Sanctuary
my man was committed
to an asylum as a child
wild thing fungal
phylum virus
thought they could fix him
that he could be fixed
his sickness
too much
too much his diagnoses
drugs & boys & english
& boys & drugs
he was given a pill & made old
he was made cold in his skin
i try to place myself
inside the conversion clinic
when i touch his back
as he sleeps
baby queer with dark bangs
hanged like dead men before his face
arms a collision of scissor wars
& o the shower steam that rose behind him
as his man who was also a child
& also committed
entered him for the first time
between the shifts
of the nurses
took him raw in the open stall
with only the salve of soap
between them blood
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i enter him like this
brushing the bodies
from his face
tasting the plastic
restraints
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Hematology
while he lives
here’s a list
of images :
light in a filthy glass
pigeon dead on the high spiked window
clear plastic bag above him full of water if water could kill everything that
lives in you
& it can—
i sit in a corner of the cancer ward
fingering the app that shows me
other homosexuals in this hospital
chat with one
i might meet in radiology
but don’t instead
make the sick man laugh
while he’s conscious
compliment his gown
his new brutal cheekbone
that appeared with the chemo
if only it were simple as a magnet
sucking the bad metals out of him
if only i could make a better list
more magic less language
periphrastic & restorative
if only i met that stranger
in the basement
& our pleasure rose
through the hospital
bliss poultice
for the sorrow skinned who sit
half-conscious & half-machinery
while the sick man lives
all i can do is recount
the vast pastoral of his illness
when he is gone i’m counting
on all the good flooding back
his beard
a collapsed country
i’ll refuge inside
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his laugh
a memory
so liquid
i’ll hear it
when anyone
opens a window
to scare the birds
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Fairy Tale
a boy’s kicked out of his house
so he moves into the baths
+ becomes the steam
men breathe in + out again
+ this is a kind of homecoming,
tendriled in these strange lung
gutters, aqueduct full & emptying
of mucous & curses. fuck
as he passes through a hand
clamped over a drooling mouth.
fuck as he’s sucked back up
inside a body. can you believe
there’s freedom in being so out
of control you can pass through
a man unseen, lay dormant
as an idea or disease until
you remerge years later
through his speech or semen?
in this way the men bring him
into their homes, kiss him
onto their wive’s + children’s
sleeping foreheads. in this way,
the boy is everywhere + everywhere
is the boy. sort of how matter
can never be created or destroyed,
that same idea, just much
much sadder.
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SUNU P. CHANDY
Onam* in Manhattan
Far away from Kerala banana trees
that gave us these once frozen banana leaves
to use as our plates, we sit and recreate
tradition of what they do in the place
we call Back Home. Sitting on the floor
with our cream-colored clothes with gold
embroidery and our hungry eyes, we are provided
rice and coconut curries, countless
vegetable dishes and spicy pickles on the side.
Side by side we are eating with our hands,
everyone quiet and busy, when she asks,
You eating your mango pickle?
Of course I was, but I still allow her
to share some of mine. She reaches over
with her curry-stained-rice-bits-dripping hand.
She leans in close and takes more than half
of my mango pickle from my shiny green
banana leaf plate. Now we are bonded,
I say as I sat there wanting to believe
That she felt some special affection for me,
if she'd take my mango pickle so freely
on the first day that we had met. But I could already tell
that this was the kind of girl who would
take mango pickle so freely
from almost anyone's banana leaf.
*Onam is an annual harvest festival celebrated in Kerala State, India.
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Morning, at the Lodge
It was not dark.
It was not night.
I was not outside.
I was not alone.
I was not with strangers.
There were women in the vicinity.
A mother and two daughters were preparing breakfast
two rooms over in the next hotel suite. We were all recovering
from your eldest daughter’s extravagant wedding the night before.
Your niece, my friend, went outside to make a telephone call.
You came to say hello in the fullness of daylight, sat too close on the couch
and put your gigantic arms around me and your palm came down fully onto
my breast. Plain and clear. Plain as day. I jumped and ran into another
room.
You went back to your hotel suite.
Your wife and daughters continued to prepare breakfast.
My friend came back and I told her, because we were in Madras
and I had no one else to tell. She said she cannot hear such things.
Ten minutes later we all sat down together for breakfast.
You complimented the intricate design on the sleeve of my dress.
I sat wondering whether you did this kind of thing to your own daughters,
or only to their best friends who came over to play.
Ten years later
I still remember you.
Today, at a museum exhibit about Native American tipis.
For to simply appreciate the beauty of the acquired,
the beadwork of the colonized,
without any mention of the violations, of reparations
is like sitting at breakfast in Madras
trying to enjoy that daughter’s luminous newlywed smile
and that wife’s incredible,
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even when improvised,
home cooking.
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Taxi Driver Brother Man
*Poem written in the winter of 2000. Dedicated to my comrades still getting kicked out in 2018.

Winter fling and I trying to get home
Sunday night from the girl bar.
Taxi cabs not be stopping
for Black girls who look like Black boys,
or for Indian girl in baggy pants hanging out
with what looks like Black boys,
not looking like attorney in suit
with white women friends and briefcase.
It’s f-ing cold out here yo.
Winter fling and I finally get a cab
and have the nerve to start kissing. After all that is why
she got on the plane and came to this city - no cousins
to visit really. We start our drunken kissing
and Taxi Driver Brother Man says
I don’t take that in my cab.
We stop immediately and we stop completely.
But still his disgust too potent perhaps,
Taxi Driver Brother Man pulls over
- Just get out.
Drunk and pissed off and afraid
we stand and wait and wait and wait, again.
Next day I see brochure about how
city cabs can’t discriminate
on the basis of sexual orientation or race.
Would Taxi Driver Brother Man have kicked out
a straight white kissing couple?
No Way. / Don’t think so. / Don’t think so.
Do I call the enemy, the TLC - Taxi and Limousine Commission
on Taxi Driver Brother Man? The same place
that takes away their licenses, for bullshit reasons,
for bullshit amounts of time?
No Way. / Don’t think so/ Don’t think so.
And would I feel the same way
if my father was the taxi driver
and the two girls kissing were some
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punk ass lower east side white girls?
No Way. / Don’t think so. / Don’t think so.
Why they gotta disrespect
an older South Asian man with this mess?
What’s wrong with them?
But I don’t want to be kicked out
Taxi Driver Brother Man.
And I don’t want to turn you in either.
A few days later I am speaking on a panel with
Taxi Advocate Professor Man and I pretend
I am down for their cause completely.
But am I really?
No Way. / Don’t think so. /Don’t think so.
Cause what I really want to know is,
when is Taxi Driver Brother Man
gonna be down for me?
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TAYLOR JOHNSON
This is a Review For Blue in Green By Miles Davis
It’s raining. Has to be raining. Someone in the corner room is in love with
you. Loves you enough to touch her body, wants you to watch; pull up a
chair. The horn asks: How long has it been since? There are a number of feelings
you are in need of. You are not sadness, but near. Down one road in your
mind you are walking alone; down another everyone is your wife. The horn
asks: temperance, obedience. In the corner room, the daybed pressed to spark
against the wall, she came. When you leaned in to know about it, you wished
she would’ve slapped your hand away; wished to unhear your name falling
out of her.
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Pennsylvania Ave SE
Bless the boys riding their bikes straight up, at midnight, touching,
if only briefly, holding, hands as they cross the light to Independence.
Bless them for from the side the one on the red bike looks like me his
redbrown hair loose against the late summer static heat.
The boy who is not me (see how I did that) fixes his mouth to say
something I will never hear
I love you or
I’m so sad
though more than likely catch up.
Bless the boy who is me on his bike because he was a witness to my
witnessing and did not turn away
did not make of me a disappeared burned thing— instead nodded as boys
do. Bless the distance and the knowing there. What my mind makes of
these boys, bless that long hallway I’m always going through.
Bless what could be mine or me.
Bless the boys I wanted to be or wanted.
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Club 2718
Because I don’t have the juice or enough gold anything to enter, a room
that occasionally exists inside of me is the poorly lit dance floor of Club
2718. Thirst is a way of knowing, not knowing. I was on a gin fueled hunt
for big asses and music I could cry to. A woman almost twice my age asks
where I’ve been and she shuts the door. Like any american what haunts me
is my addiction to private property, not time or blackness. I want to love no
one in particular the way I say I love my woman when she’s in the doorway
and mad at me. There were days I believed my grandfather owned my
grandmother kept her overfed and out of the sun in the back room.
Occasionally a room exists inside of me where Johnny Hartman & John
Coltrane’s “One and Only Love” plays on repeat. On repeat too is a video
of my grandfather dancing a limber legged shuffle and singing across the
wall to my grandmother. To love like him is to be a student of regret. To
abide by regret is to watch grief turn to ecstasy. I wept in the winter when I
left my woman, I wept in the heat when she came back.
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TOLONDA HENDERSON
Fly
I used to have these callouses on my hands
and I miss them. Flying trapeze class
was the first physical activity I pursued
because of how good it made me feel
rather than how thin it might make my body
and running my fingers along the rough
sore skin reminded me that it was only
a matter of time before I could get back
to the tent. It didn’t matter that my body type
had been all wrong for dance or that I
was the largest student at the school.
As long as I worked with someone
of appropriate height and strength
I could flip myself upside down, hang
by my pudgy knees, and hold my body
still as it rose above the net such that someone
could reach out and pluck me from the air.
Refilling my class card became my top
priority: everything else was calculated
accordingly. I could eat lunch at Chipotle
every day in a week, or I could take a flying
trapeze class. Go to an Indigo Girls concert
or take a flying trapeze class. Buy a box set
of Harry Potter novels just because
they have new covers, or take three
flying trapeze classes.
Then the manager told me the school had instituted
a weight limit. He thought it might serve as motivation,
but I threw out my scale years ago so what I heard
was reject the tyranny of the Body Mass Index
or take a flying trapeze class. Keep the insanity
of the diet industry at bay, or take a flying trapeze
class. Live fabulously in the body I had, or take one
more flying trapeze class.
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I asked for a refund on my class card
because even if I were to become smaller,
it would not be me who got to fly.
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Offended
I sit on the edge of a padded green table,
my bare brown arms wrapped tightly
across my chest
as your pale white hands attempt
to twist my torso from behind.
When you let go, I catch my breath
and continue my story.
“So when my brother gets back to the car,
my mother says to him, ‘I don’t ever
want to see you run from a bank again.
In fact, don’t run anywhere
except on the track at school.’”
You pull my arm into a position
I would never be able to achieve on my own,
push on a muscle I did not know was there,
and ask, “Why shouldn’t he?”
I tilt my head and squint my eyes
before remembering you can’t see
incredulity on my face.
“Are you kidding me? A young black man
running from a bank in the middle of the night?
She didn’t want to have to identify his body at the morgue.”
You release the pressure point, lower my arm,
and say, “I don’t think she had anything to worry about.”
All your hard work is ruined
as a familiar tension that has nothing
to do with the car accident
makes itself known across my upper back.
“That is an arrogant thing to say.”
“What’s arrogant about having an opinion?”
“What’s arrogant is dismissing hundreds of years
of violence against black men
because you don’t think it’s relevant.
“What’s arrogant is thinking you know more
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about raising a black man in this country
than someone who has actually raised
a black man in this country.
“What’s arrogant is saying that my mother’s
fear was a lie.”
You come around the table to face me
and I know this isn’t going to be
one of those wonderful encounters
where a white man recognizes his privilege
with humility and grace.
“Don’t be offended,” you start,
as if that is how emotions work.
“Too late,” I inform you. “I am already offended.”
“I didn’t mean to sound racist...”
I wonder whether it’s worth getting into the
intent versus impact conversation with you,
whether you have the capacity to understand
that until you honor the impact of your words
on my being, I am under no obligation
to stop expressing said impact
just because you didn’t intend for it to happen.
The car did not intend to hit me,
but its impact is paying your rent.
As I tone down my rage to tune you back in,
I realize that you are trying to explain that
this is not about race.
What you don’t seem to understand is that
a conversation does not need to be about race
to be about race.
You think this is just an exchange between
a physical therapist
and someone with a physical injury.
It isn’t.
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It’s about every time a woman who looks like me
has ever been mansplained
by someone who looks like you,
told she is taking things too seriously,
that no harm was intended
so no foul was committed.
To you, dialogue is about talking.
To me, it is about your inability to listen.
The fact that you think it’s appropriate to apologize
if I was offended when I just told you
I was offended tells me that you are more
interested in how I perceive you
than in anything that has happened to me.
So take a fucking memo:
I do not have to calm down
to make you more comfortable.
I get to be loud and take up space
when somebody tries to erase my history.
I get to be overwhelmed and burst into tears.
I get to be upset and I get to talk about it
even when--especially when--you don’t want to hear it.
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Regrets
I got to the open mic early
and got my name on the list
but I never got to perform that night.
I want to cry because
what if my one true pairing
was in the audience that night
and now I will never meet her?
Everything is at stake all the time
I have to get it just right
or the world will explode.
There is so much I have been promised
that has not actually happened
I get retraumatized every time
I can’t lean into the reality I expected.
When I find myself spinning thread
for cloth that has already been sold
I console myself with the idea that
when the world explodes
it does not disintegrate but rather
fractures into infinite possibility.
Like in that Star Trek Next Generation episode
where Worf slips through a rift
in the space-time continuum
and when the Enterprise goes back
to return him to the proper ship
thousands of Enterprises come popping out
because at every moment
in the history of the universe
every choice and option has been realized.
There is a version of me who is a star on Broadway.
and one who is an ASL interpreter.
There are versions of me who are college professors,
and ones with long hair and babies.
There is a Tolonda who wrote this poem in one draft
and a Loni Jo sitting in the audience
wishing she had this idea first
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I live in a world of regrets
constantly rewriting memories
to replace the ones I ignore.
Bassoon lessons,
flying trapeze class,
getting to teach without having to grade anything,
that time I went to a Halloween party
as a Magic 8 Ball.
These are the products of this timeline
that those other versions of me
only wish they had access to.
So what if the host didn’t know I was still there?
I have been on that stage before
and I will be on that stage again.
It is one thing to wonder
but to wallow in a consolation prize
is a waste of my time.
So I will push these regrets out of my way.
as though I have laid out
all the iterations of myself
and picked this one.
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T O POET
Dad’s Pockets
as a kid
I would go through the pockets
of my Dad’s suit coats sport jackets
as they hung in the closet
I would find quarters which I’d take
sometimes fifty-cent pieces which I’d leave
I’d slip the over-sized jackets
off their hangers
wear them in the dark of the closet
in the smell of his things
his shoes miles too big for me
as I try to steal into adulthood
I’d skulk out
from my secret foray
a little daring thief
sneaky guilty
fearful of being found out
when he’d miss the pocket change
I’d be confronted
say too quick I don’t know what he meant
blurt out I didn’t do that
which he never believed
if only I’d hung those coats the right way
he’d let me go with a warning
that I never heeded
I was back there in a week or so
go through those pockets
try on those sport jackets
grow much too slow into adulthood
much too quick into guilt
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Oogie Inferno
if you're thinkin' I’m too cool to boogie
boy oh boy have I got news for you
I love the sweaty potential of the dance floor
the solid mass of men mobile shifting
eagerly crammed crowded by the bass line
the righteous revival fever of a contralto
everybody here tonight must boogie
let me tell ya
I was no exception to the rule
the heat was on (burnin’) rising to the top, huh!
eyes closed hands open
shirtless strutters in sweat soaked satin shorts
muscles bloated bellies no one cares
as flesh wound around pulled by the driving
boogie oogie oogie
an endless moment of contact high
thigh to thigh contact
the heat was on, rising to the top
where the keyboard was underfoot
put your feet to the beat
peak after peak of solid state sweat
turn this beat around
no voice heard that wasn’t amplified
no time to waste, let's get this show on the road
listen to the music and let our bodies flow
yowsa yowsa yowsa dance dance dance
shame shame shame ga ga ooh la la
we were shimmering glittering
ready to take on the future
beep beep toot toot
I love the moment of stepping into the mass
the sooner I begin
the longer I’ve got to groove
listen to the music and let bodies move
make a space for myself
get approving once overs
then not care who’s lookin’
but when my spark got hot
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I heard somebody say
burn baby burnin’ the house down
gonna boogie oogie oogie
till you just can't boogie no more
I love the blur as I am transported
out the body out of the mind
satisfaction (uhu huh huh) in the chain reaction
released from all sense of self
except for the one caught immersed
push push in the bush bush
lost for hours
boogie oogie oogie
taking a breather wet glistening
asked what are you on
as if the music and testosterone
aren’t enough for me to
burn that cocksucker down
because have I got news for you
this could be the last dance
last chance for a bad romance
everybody here tonight must
boogie oogie oogie
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TYLER FRENCH
The Grand March of Fruits
after “A Supermarket in California” by Allen Ginsberg
Great Uncle Allen watching Great-Great Uncle Walt, you were never so
avuncular checking out the heads of cabbage, rosying their cheeks with your
dirty fingernails grown long in death.
Would you recognize my America? Now your beard is so long, but you are
so thin. I’d like to nurse your hairy skeleton back to life ‘til you were once
again the full-bodied bear of American poetry you always were. Tell Walt,
beards are back now. You’d both fit right in.
More or less aberrant trio we, not so abnormal as strawberries in the dead
of winter, but so much more sweet. A whole parade of fruits separates us.
Would you know how to eat a kiwi? Would I be one of your grocery boys?
Who are your Angel?
How much free use would you two have made of Costco sample day? What
America of love have we lost? What is more American love than cheap
hospitality, freely given, but only if it’s ready in minutes?
Or would I be the store detective? I didn’t know you were queer the first
time I read your poems, but I felt it queerly. Allen, would you think me
queer here with that husband’s husband scanning barcodes in the selfcheckout line? Would you know me queer the way I knew you two? I take
all your books to bed with me, tuck me into the tomatoes (a fruit,
remember), and let your words be my lullaby.
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Total Eclipse 2017
When I opened Grindr
in the eclipse’s path of totality
the display names listed:
in the area
just lookin
or seeing whats around
in this moment of bodies aligning
remembering these bodies are celestial too
at least at our origin points
empirically speaking we are star stuff
learning Rick liked to have his nipples licked
Stephan just wanted to cuddle
and someone whose name I never learned
wanted to hold me down I wanted him
to hold me down, to smother me make me feel
less like myself the way a body might feel
in the dark, lose its shape at its edges
in the dark of the eclipse, a temporary dark
the shadows didn’t have the chance to get long
it wasn’t a proper night
there was no need for me to feel so alone
the sun was playing a kind of trick
a disappearing act
knowing then more than ever
that I wasn’t a scientist
I never felt more like a poet,
I never felt more sick of this act
having friends who’ve tried it out themselves
except they didn’t come back
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and they’ve left this kind of outline
and when I can take off those stupid glasses
and finally look all I can see is nothing
what’s the point of trying to look at stars
if our eyes aren’t able to see them
I could never know the sun better
than when it’s negated
in this moment of bodies aligning
remembering these bodies are celestial too
when I opened Grindr and he asked if I was looking
I said, yes just looking
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W.W.B.C.D.
What Would the Barefoot Contessa Do?
I wish I were one of your gays, Ina
I can arrange flowers
create a tablescape
pretend to bumble through recipes
(I’m already a good cook)
so you could teach me
How do you truss a chicken?
I’ve learned knots from you, Ina
but I don’t use them for chicken
you see, when my legs splay out
I use your knots to hold them close
tie me up – basted and spit roasted…
Does that scandalize you, Ina?
If I were one of your gays, Ina
I’d have to sign a different contract
I wouldn’t bring just a friend to dinner
but a lover – not even a husband would suffice
maybe you would say, for dinner tonight
I’m inviting Tyler and his daddy
or Tyler and that friend he cuddles with
or Tyler and his partner and his boyfriend
We’d film an episode where Michael and I
make out in his flower shop
aren’t these pansies beautiful, Ina?
You’d find George and me under the table
hot glue gun welts and ribbon
maybe some seashells we picked up at the beach
if you were having seafood that show.
Ina, if I were one of your gays
I’d spend the season seducing TR
the final shot would be us
in the bathtub, feeding each other
chocolate covered strawberries
you taught us to make
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and he would wink at the camera
and say something like,
It sure beats takeout.
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